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From	The	President	
A	Word	About

The	American	Society	of
Marine	Artists

The	American	Society	of	Marine	Artists	is	a	
non-profit	organization	whose	purpose	is	to	

recognize	and	promote	marine	art	and	maritime	
history.	We	seek	to	encourage	cooperation	

among	artists,	historians,	marine	enthusiasts	
and	others	engaged	in	activities	relating	to	
marine	art	and	maritime	history.	Since	its	
founding	in	1978,	the	Society	has	brought	
together	some	of	America’s	most	talented	

contemporary	artists	in	the	marine	art	field.
✺
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Greetings from Colorado!  It is an honor to be elected 
as the new President of the American Society of Marine 
Artists, and I would like to thank the Board of Directors 
for their unanimous support.  I will do my best to serve 
all members of the Society, and welcome ideas and input 
from the membership. You may contact me anytime by 

E-mail at: kim@kimshaklee.com.
Last October, the Society held its Annual General Meeting in Plymouth, 

MA. After dedicating five years of service to the Society, Russ Kramer 
graciously stepped down from the Presidency.  

Many thanks to Russ for his allegiance and efforts to make ASMA a stronger 
organization. It is a daunting amount of work and personal sacrifice to head 
the Society, and Russ well deserves our gratitude for the accomplishments he 
made during his term as President.  

In recognition of his dedication to the Society, Russ was presented with a 
beautiful scrimshaw piece that was specially commissioned for him, by our 
own ASMA Signature Member - David Smith, from Treverton, RI, during the 
Bob Skemp dinner at the AGM.  Special thanks go out to David for making it 
possible for us to give such a special gift to our outgoing President!

It is with great pride that I report the Society has one of the strongest, 
most dedicated Boards in our history, with every Director working diligently 
for the common good of our members. There have been so many positive 
changes in the past seven years that I have served, with many more planned 
for the future.  

The Society had three very special guests attend the Friday evening 
festivities in Plymouth. Two of our National YMAS award winners came 
to receive their awards in person; Maria Oliva from Rowlett, TX and Oliver 
Russell, from Mattapoisett, MA. Our longest renewing Student Member, 
Emily Solomon, from Lincoln Park, MI, was also able to attend her first 
ASMA function with her father. All three Students participated in showing 
their work in the Member’s slide show that evening. We hope these talented 
young artists will join us again next year!

In 2016, the Society will implement a different course than we have 
followed in the past, in hopes of offering an experience that will benefit our 
entire organization.  We will no longer hold an Annual General Meeting, but 
will be starting a National Marine Art Conference!  This event will focus on 
art activities, paint outs and much more. The first conference will be held 
in conjunction with the opening of the ASMA 17th National Exhibition on 
Friday, September 9, 2016 at the Muscarelle Museum, located at the College 
of William and Mary in historic Williamsburg, VA. 

The conference dates will be September 8-11, 2016. The Society has 
received tremendous support from the Director of the Muscarelle Museum, 
who has graciously put us in contact with an events coordinator for the tri-
county region of Williamsburg, Yorktown and Jamestown, VA, as well as the 
Virginia Department of Tourism. Through this partnership, we hope to make 
our Conference and the opening of the 17th National the featured occasion to 
kick off Williamsburg’s annual fall art event and tourist season. 

Continued on Page 5
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Assorted	Scuttlebutt	
Robert Semler

robert@rcsemlerart.com

Happy New Year to everyone! I trust 
you all were blessed with wonderful 
Holiday events.

Now it's time to get down to 
business and make things happen for 
ASMA in 2016 and beyond. We have 
a new President, Fellow Kim Shaklee 

and a new Vice-President, Signature Member and Southern 
Regional Representative, Anne Brodie Hill. These two have 
certainly started things off with a bang and we welcome them at 
the helm and wish them both all the success needed to run this 
cool Society.

You will see several articles in this issue from dues notices 
to a brand new idea and name for our annual general meeting. 
There is also, as is our usual policy in the Winter issue, the 
publishing of the Minutes of the General Meeting.

And, as we do in the issue following the AGM (NMAC 
starting this year - National Marine Art Conference), there are 
4 pages of photos taken at the event starting on Page 16. Since 
Phyllis and I, and my camera, could not attend this year I want 
to thank Barbara Robinson, Tom Nielsen and a special thank 
you to Diana Hayes who outdid herself with her camera. I was 
furnished with a thumb drive with over 180 photographs!!! 
Talk about trying to whittle them down to what I could use was 
indeed a challenge, but a pleasant one. I felt, by viewing all of 
the photos sent in, that I was there, at least in spirit. And she also 
sent me an in-depth article complete with her graphics that you 
will read on Page 20. Talk about a Herculean effort!!!

The Prospectus for the 17th National Exhibition is on Page 
31 so make sure to study it and prepare your best paintings for 
submission. And remember, all Signature Members and Fellows 
MUST submit at least one image in order to retain their status.

Their is still time to submit your work for consideration in 
advancing your membership level to Signature or Fellow. The 
article is on Page 24.

Our winners of the 2015 YMAS program are on Page 25 
and several students attended the Plymouth AGM where 
their awards were handed out. YMAS is growing by leaps and 
bounds.

Long time Signature Member Jim Iams, and a prolific ASMA 
News cover artist, way back when we used black & white pen 
and ink sketches, is back once again with a great article on 
"Painting Steam Boats of the Chesapeake Bay" on Page 26. 
Jim has Chesapeake Bay blood in his veins and he knows the 
area like no one else, and his steam boat watercolors are a joy 
to behold.

Much more, but no more room in this issue for me to continue 
my diatribe. See 'ya'll" in the Spring!

   

Membership
Information

New Members  

John Albrecht
South Carolina 

Richard Alexander
New York

Garry Arzumanyan
Armenia

Pierre Bernay
New Jersey

Bonnie Burlew
Oregon

Mimi Cernyar Fox
Washington

Ryan Cooper
Massachusetts

Anthony DiCroce
Florida

 
Joe Gitterman
Connecticut 

Carol McClees
Maryland

Robert MacPherson
California

Kathleen Mitchell
Oregon

Sharon Pierce
Washington

Joe Thompson 
New Mexico

Deceased
Al Barnes

Consuelo Eames Hanks

AsmA news & Journal deadlines
Winter - december 1st

Spring - march 1st
Summer - June 1st

Fall - september 1st

ASMA Signature Member Al Barnes 
passed away Thursday, November 
12th, 2015 at his Hill Country home 
outside Johnson City, TX.

Al's painting was used on the 
cover of ASMA's 15th National 
catalog and he was also the subject 
of Charlie Robinson's Notes From 
Brush Hill in the Fall 2011 issue of 
the ASMA News & Journal. 

Barnes was born in Cuero, Texas 
in 1937. Barnes fulfilled his desire to become a professional 
artist, earning a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in 1967 from 
the University of Texas at Austin. After graduation and 
marriage, he relocated to Dallas, where he worked as an 
illustrator, freelancer, and art director for thirteen years. 
He is survived by his wife of 52 years, fellow artist Nanci 
Barnes, and their two sons Thad and Collins.

AL BARNES    1937 - 2015

American Society of Marine Artists
www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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News From The
Fo’c’sle

Signature Member Jeff Birchill recently received notice 
that he received enough affirmative votes that he is now an 
Elected Sculptor Member of the National Sculpture Society. 
Jeff was one of only four this year nominated.  ASMA has other 
sculptors that have received this honor. Congratulations, Jeff!

ASMA Signature Member 
Debra Huse was featured in the 
November 2015 issue of Plein 
Air Magazine. The five page 
Artist Profile offers insights into 
Debra’s painting techniques 
and spotlights her recent work, 
including the nautical paintings, 

“Sol Mate” and “Moody Morning at the Maritime Museum”.
“Moody Morning at the Maritime Museum” was painted 

on location during this year’s 
Plein Air Easton Art Festival in 
Maryland. Debra captured the 
scene from aboard Selina, an 
historic 1926 Cat Boat, as a special 
guest of Captain Iris.

Signature Member Kathryn 
McMahon is represented in three 
exhibitions: Women Artists of 
the West at the Tucson, AZ Art 
Museum where she received Best 
Plein Air Painting for "Family 
Outing La Jolla CA", the Fort 
Myers Beach, FL National Plein 
Air Event where she earned a 
Merit Award for  "Matanzas 
Pass, Bonita Bills" and the 16th 

National Exhibition of the American Impressionistic Society, 
Scottsdale, AZ with "Through Rough Waters".

Member Debra Nadelhoffer 
exhibited in the 2015 Annuak 
Master & Signature Show & 
National Juried Exhibition at 
the Bonner David Galleries, 
Scottsdale, AZ in November 2015.

Send copy & images to  
robert@rcsemlerart.com

"Through Rough Waters" - Kathryn McMahon

Debra Huse painting on board Selina

Debra Huse painting "Sol Mate"

"Grasses and Lily Pads" - Debra Nadelhoffer

ASMA will receive promotional assistance for the event, 
through local sponsorships which will help fund a large 
portion of the expense by providing facilities which will 
house workshops, art lectures, speakers and various painting 
opportunities in the surrounding areas. Artists will want to 
register for the Conference early, (May) as workshops offered 
will fill extremely fast. A portion of the spaces in all of the 
various events this year, will be available to artists outside of 
ASMA and to the general public.  

ASMA’s own John Stobart, Fellow Emeritus and Founding 
Member, has agreed to be a special Guest Speaker for the event. 
CW Mundy, Fellow, will give an art lecture/presentation on 
his unique glazing techniques. Sergio Roffo, Fellow, will offer 
a hands on, plein air workshop on Saturday morning. Several 
additional artists will be participating in the Conference. Look 
for more details in the Spring ASMA News & Journal! 

We will also receive assistance for expanding our Young 
Marine Artists Search (YMAS) program while in Williamsburg.  
There will be a major outreach effort to include local teachers 
and their students in and around the Williamsburg area.  

Speaking of the 17th National Exhibition… the Prospectus 
is included in this issue of the Journal. See page 31.  Entries 
will be submitted online through Juried Artist Services (JAS), 
starting February 22nd, 2016 and run through March 31, 
2016.  Artists will receive jury results by May 16, 2016.  Please 
remember, all Signature Members are required to submit at 
least one piece of work for consideration. It is part of your 
membership obligation to the Society.

Wishing each of you a very happy and prosperous New 
Year, filled with great opportunities for creating your beautiful 
masterpieces!

President's Report - Continued from Page 2

Consuelo was born in Boothbay 
Harbor, ME on June 1, 1928, the 
daughter of John Heagan Eames and 
Muriel McMicken Eames. She was the 
wife of noted wildlife woodcarver and painter, Ted Hanks, 
with whom she shared 52 years of marriage.

Consuelo was a long time Signature Member of ASMA 
and one of the most represented artists in the ASMA 
National Exhibitions. She illustrated the Pulitzer Prize-
winning book “Beautiful Swimmers: Watermen, Crabs and 
the Chesapeake Bay,” written by William W. Warner in 1976. 
For many years, she did all of the maritime illustrations in 
the New Yorker magazine.

Consuelo is survived by her husband, Ted, and a large 
family of children, grandchilren and great grandchilren.

Consuelo Eames Hanks    
1928 - 2015
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Are You An Artist 
Who Likes numbers?

Sheri Farabaugh, ASMA's Treasurer is looking for someone to 
help with an occasional accounting project.  No commitments, no 
obligations, just a couple of hours volunteered here and there would 
help her immensely.   Please drop her an email at SLFarabaugh@
hotmail.com or call her at (303) 378-9080 to talk it over.

A S M A
All Things

It’s That Time of Year Again
Annual Membership Fees – 2016**

•	We encourage you to take advantage of paying on-line using any major 
credit card ... more than 3/4 of the membership did so in 2015.

•	Pay On-line –
Just go to the ASMA website www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com, click on “Make Payments’ 
in the left-hand menu-list, fill in the blanks, then submit. Make other on-line payments at the same 
time, or separately: contributions; purchase catalogs; pay Regional Exhibition image fees, etc. 

•	Pay by Check -
Of course, you can still pay by check if you prefer, or don’t have a computer. However, we are 
confident you will appreciate the ease of the on-line payment feature.

•	Either way, on-line or by check, Membership Fees are the same as for 2015

If paying by check payable to ASMA, please send with this form, together with your check, to:
ASMA, PO Box 557, Carrollton, VA 23314

Those who have not paid their membership fees by march 1st, 2016, 
without good reason, will be assumed to have resigned.
for re-instatement, signature members may be required 

to re-submit a portfolio for review.

Looking Forward To An Exciting Year Together

 Fellow
$100.00

Signature Member*
$85.00

Regular Member
$50.00

Student Member
$15.00

Membership Fees are payable by January 1st, 2016

*Signature Members must pay a website renewal fee of $10.00 in addition to their annual dues for 2016, to cover costs 
for images currently exhibited on the ASMA website.  Additionally, there is a $10 renewal fee for Signature Members 

who currently have an existing website link to their personal website shown on their webpage with ASMA.

**To cover extra mailing costs, Canadian members add $12.00, International members add $16.00.

AsmA AddRess and 
PHOne numbeR

ASMA 
P. O. Box 557, Carrollton, VA  23314

314-241-2339
asmaartists@gmail.com



In the last issue we met Debra Sanders 
Nadelhoffer, a Member from Dawsonville, 
GA and learned how plein air painting 
transformed her professional life. In this 
issue we meet Signature Member Michael 
Frederick Blaser and see another example 
of how pursuing one’s bliss can bring one 
into a whole new world – in his case, the 
riverboats of the Western Rivers.

MICHAEL FREDERICK BLASER 
Signature Member, Bettendorf, IA

www.michaelblaser.com

Discovery

“What is it that confers the 
noblest delight? What is that swells 
a man's breast with pride above that 
which any other experience can 
bring to him? Discovery!

To be the first - that is the idea. 
To do something, say something, see 
something, before anybody else- these 
are the things that confer a pleasure that 
compared with other pleasures are tame 
and commonplace, other ecstasies cheap 
and trivial. Lifetimes of ecstasy crowded 
into a single moment.”

Mark Twain     Innocents Abroad

Many ASMA members have 
experienced this “delight” described by 
Mark Twain and the Society itself has as 
well for it has, through its artists, discovered 
and made known to the world aspects of 
America’s own rich maritime history and 

At the same time, other ASMA artists 
were experiencing this  “delight” as they 
led the discovery of the maritime history 
of the Pacific coast. The late Fellow 
Roger David Thimgan (1955-2003), who 
married another Fellow similarly engaged 
in capturing the light and wonder of that 
American coast, Alba June Carey, was 
a maritime historian as well as brilliant 
artist. And Mark Myers, a Fellow who 
now lives in England but had his roots 
in the American Northwest, is another. 
At that time, it was said that collectors 
would turn to Mark if they wanted a 
Pacific subject that was before 1850 and 
to David if it was after 1850. Elsewhere 
Fellow Raymond Massey had arrived 
from England and found his “delight” 
working on America’s Inland Seas – the 
Great Lakes.

Mid-America’s Rivers

However, no equivalent of these 
decades-old efforts on the American 
coasts and Great Lakes was to be found 
on the “Western Rivers.” Located to the 

Notes From 
Brush Hill
by Charles Raskob Robinson
Brush Hill Studios, Washington, CT

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com	 |		 7	

"Cold River"  •  Oil	on	Gessoed	Fiber	Board

tradition. Back when the Society 
was established nearly four 
decades ago, founding member 

and now Emeritus Fellow John Stobart had 
arrived from England via Canada with a 
portfolio of maritime paintings to begin 
a very successful career of celebrating 
American Atlantic seaports and ships – a 
career that eventually covered other parts 
of the country.1 At the same time, now 
Fellow Christopher Travers Blossom, an 
early student of Stobart, was going to sea 
(the Atlantic) to get his ‘concept’ ideas 
and then return to museums and libraries 
to research the right vessel and historic 
setting in which to depict it. The late Fellow 
Thomas Maclay Hoyne, III (1924-1989) 
developed his reputation rendering Grand 
Banks and Gloucester fishing schooners, 
complementing his first hand experience 
with models he commissioned Erik 
Ronneberg to build. Further south, Fellow 
John Morton Barber, affectionately known 
as “Mr. Chesapeake,” was employing 
a similar approach to memorialize the 
“waterman” and their boats on the vast 
waters of the Chesapeake Bay.

1 He eventually researched the Pacific coast ports and the rivers 
of mid-America to document some of their historic maritime 
activity. In recognition, he was inducted into the Cowboy Hall 
of Fame in Oklahoma City, OK, appearing on the cover of its 
magazine, Persimmon Hill, in 1975.

(Footnotes)
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west of the original colonies, this was a 
vast system of rivers in mid-America. The 
fact that ASMA artists had not focused 
on these rivers is somewhat amazing for 
European settlers had used them since 
René-Robert Cavelier, Sieur de La Salle 
(1643-1687) traveled the full length of the 
Mississippi in 1682. And it is an enormous 
system: It is the largest drainage system on 
the North American continent. Flowing 
entirely in the United States, the Mississippi 
rises near the Canadian border in northern 
Minnesota and flows 2,320 miles to the 
Gulf of Mexico and is joined along the 
way by the 2,341 mile-long Missouri, the 
981 mile-long Ohio and other tributaries, 
draining all or parts of thirty-one states and 
two Canadian provinces. The Mississippi is 
the fourth longest and ninth largest river 
in the world by discharge. The possibilities 
were unlimited for an artist willing to 
dedicate his or her career to it.

But it wasn’t until the late ’Eighties 
that this began to happen. That was 
when Michael Frederick Blaser, a native 
of Iowa, and now Signature Member, 
actively began his voyage of “discovery” – 
began seeking his “delight.” He started to 
reveal the treasure trove of maritime mid-
America that reflects fundamental aspects 
of American history and is, accordingly, 
particularly engaging. Fellow Don Demers, 
a gifted teacher, says that a painting should 
tell a story and engage the emotions. Red 
Sky at Morning is an example of how Blaser 
does this. It relates the mid-Nineteenth 
Century, nationally important affair of the 
Steamboat Effie Afton and the Rock Island 
Bridge on the Upper Mississippi. The 
context in which the story happens makes 
it so consequential and significant.

In the middle of the 19th Century 
owners of riverboats were the principal 
movers of freight and passengers but 
railroads were becoming a real competitor; 
they clashed at every opportunity they met 
and a principal theater of action was where 

the railroads wanted to cross the rivers. 
“Freedom of navigation” was the battle cry 
to  prevent railroads from constructing the 
bridges with their piers that jeopardized 
shipping channels. These were the years 
before the dream of connecting the coasts 
by rail had been realized but the railroads 
and, to a large extent the public, expected 
this would eventually happen as part of 
“Manifest Destiny” and the “Opening of 
the West.” The rivermen saw it differently. 
If they could prevent trains from crossing 
the divide that the Mississippi afforded, 
rail competition would be greatly 
curtailed. And in these years just before 
the Civil War there was another important 
element in the picture: Whoever laid rails 
across the continent first would be the first 
to settle the West and bring new (slave 
or non-slave) states into the Union. The 

bridge across the Mississippi River at Rock 
Island between Illinois and Iowa would 
allow the northern route to take the lead 
but, if it could be blocked, it would allow 
the Southern states to build their crossing 
downstream first.2

The legal struggles to obtain 
permission for the railroad from Chicago 

to cross the Mississippi River at Rock 
Island, IL to Iowa and points further west 
and the construction challenges to build 
this six-span, central swivel, 1,581 foot-
long wooden bridge came to symbolize 
the larger issues of freedom of commerce, 
be it by rail or water, and future of slave 
verses free states in the West. Jefferson 
Davis, a Southerner who favored a 
southern rail crossing, was then American 
Secretary of War in President Franklin 
Pierce’s administration and he argued that 
Rock Island, an island in the middle of the 
Mississippi River, was under his jurisdiction 
because Fort Armstrong was there - even 
though at the time it had been shuttered. If 
successful, Davis could refuse permission 
and stop the northern route. Steamboat 
interests challenged on other grounds but 
eventually approvals were given, appealed 

and permission to build finally granted by 
the courts so long as “the bridge did not 
materially obstruct or interfere with the 
free navigation of said river.” Construction 
began in 1853 and on April 22, 1856 three 
steam locomotives pulled eight passenger 
cars safely across the bridge. The stage was 
set for the next act.

Notes From Brush Hill

2 Jefferson Davis and Robert E. Lee had surveyed the Upper 
Mississippi years before. Davis, being from the South, favored 
a route from Savannah, GA to Memphis, TN and then to the 
West but Congress backed the northern route from New York 
via Chicago to Davenport, IL and then West. This further fueled 
pre-Civil War tensions.
3 Interestingly the use of established transportation corridors to 
thwart new forms of transportation was not new. The network of 
canals in the American East in the early part of the 19th Century 
was used to frustrate the rising rail threat – much like the ship 
owners in the case of the Steamboat Effie Afton. That was 

overturned. Then, in turn, decades later the railroads, in order to 
maintain the monopoly they enjoyed moving liquids over land, 
refused to grant pipelines permission to cross their rights of way. 
There, too, the courts favored progress and permission was given 
to the pipelines.
4 On rivers, the still water between dams is referred to as a “pool.” 
The Club was on Pool 15 of the Upper Mississippi.
5 The “Upper Mississippi” is the section of the river that flows 
from its source in northern Minnesota to the confluence with 
the Ohio River at Cairo, IL. The Lower Mississippi flows from 
that confluence to the Gulf of Mexico. The Upper Mississippi, 

like the Ohio, is made navigable by a series of locks and dams 
whereas there are none on the Lower Mississippi. Moline is 
between Lock and Dam 14 – upstream near Hampton, IL – and 
15 –downstream near Davenport IA. By way of bearings, Lock 
and Dam 14 is 492 miles upstream from the confluence of the 
Ohio and the “pool” – the water between the dams – is 572 feet 
above sea level. 
6 This is no mean feat given that the Lightning spinnaker is 
nearly twice the total square footage (300) of the mainsail and 
jib combined (175).
7 The Lightning is one of the more popular one-design boats 

(Footnotes)

 "Red Sky at Morning: Steamer Effie Afton Signaling the Bridge"  •  Oil	on	Gessoed	Fiber	Board
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A mere fifteen days after the successful 
opening of the bridge, on May 6, the new, 
state-of-the-art Steamboat Effie Afton 
pushed upriver, successfully passed 
through the central swivel draw and was 
200 feet upstream from the bridge when 
her starboard engine stopped. She swung 
hard to the starboard and was swept by 
the current into one of the piers of the 
bridge, doing much damage to both bridge 
and boat. A stove in one of the cabins 
overturned in the collision, igniting the 
boat and then the bridge. The boat sunk 
and by the following day the entire wooden 
bridge had burned. The railroaders had no 
doubt that this was a planned fire-ship 
attack with combustibles put aboard for 
the mission. The rivermen, on the other 
hand, now had proof that bridges were 
a hindrance to free navigation. Open the 
third and final act.

Captain John Hurd of the Steamboat 
Effie Afton filed suit in U.S. District court in 
Chicago and thus began the case of Hurd 
vs. Rock Island Railroad Company – a 
case in which Abraham Lincoln, an adroit 
Illinois lawyer with railroad litigation 
experience, was enlisted to defend the 
Rock Island Railroad. His thorough 
investigation of the facts and his skills 
in the courtroom put him on a national 
stage for the first time. He won the case. 
A couple of years later, in 1860, he was 
elected President of the United States and 
a year later faced the President of the new 
Confederate States of America, Jefferson 
Davis. In the end, the northern route went 
ahead and in 1869 the Golden Spike was 
driven in to connect the coasts by rail; the 
War resolved whether new states in the 
West would be slave or free; and, river 
navigation could no longer thwart the 
expansion of rail transportation.3 With 
episodes like this, it is no wonder that 
the “Great American Story Teller,” Mark 
Twain, was at home on the Mississippi!

Young Michael Blaser: 
A Difficult Launching

Army Air Force Sergeant Alfred D. 
Hardkop was a photographer on a B-17 
reconnaissance mission for the 97th 
Bombardment Group of the 15th Air Force 
over the Adriatic Sea in 1945 when his 
plane was shot down. The sole survivor, he 
was rescued by a Greek fishing boat and 
successfully hid from the German Army 
until he could rejoin his unit. After the 
war he left the service with a Silver Star for 
“Conspicuous Gallantry and Intrepidity in 
Action” and an Air Medal with two Oak 
Clusters (AM/ 2OC) awarded because he 
“Distinguished himself by meritorious 
service while participating in an aerial 
fight.” But he also left with what would be 
diagnosed today as PTSD.

Upon his return to the States, Alfred 
Hartkop married Loretta Huyes and they 
had a son, Donald, and two years later on 
December 8, 1947 in Davenport, IA his 
brother, Michael, arrived. Traumatically, 
his father then left the family, divorced 
his mother and rejoined the Air Force. 
Michael and his older brother were placed 
with their grandparents. It was a rough 
experience. “I never met my father,” 
Michael notes, “and remember blaming 
myself for his departure.” Three years 
later the brothers were reunited with their 
mother when she married Stewart Blaser. 
The couple produced a half-brother, Steve, 
nine years Michael’s junior. They lived in 
Moline, part of what is known as the Quad 
City that also includes on the Illinois side 
of the Mississippi the towns of East Moline 
and Rock Island and on the other side of 
the river in Iowa, the towns of Davenport 
and Bettendorf.

 Bitten by the Boat Bug Early On

“I have never let my schooling 
interfere with my education.”

Mark Twain

From an early age, Michael was 

Notes From Brush Hill
fascinated with drawing boats and art 
but received no encouragement. “My 
late mother was a home decorator for 
over twenty years and had many positive 
attributes but did not agree with my 
childhood desire to paint boats and never 
looked at the art world as anything other 
than a hobby.” Michael not only drew 
boats and made models of them, he sailed 
them and even taught his older brother 
how to sail. “We had a sailing club on the 
Mississippi that was located in a broad 
pool4 upriver from Lock and Dam 155 and 
there I was introduced to the Lightning 
one-design sloop – a 19-foot centerboard 
boat designed by the famous naval 
architects Sparkman and Stevens in 1938 
and which sports a 26-foot mast carrying 
a main, jib and spinnaker managed by a 
crew of three. I became an experienced 
crewmember – I fancied my ability to jibe 
the spinnaker cleanly without collapsing 
the chute 6 – and was invited to weekend 
regattas throughout the Midwest.7 We 
also had an active racing fleet of C-Scows. 
These 20-foot long, wide beamed, single 
sail, twin bilge-board boats are faster than 
the Lightning but brutal to crew!” 8

Michael recalls clearly the day 
he introduced his brother to sailing. “I 
took him out on Thanksgiving Day back 
in 1975. The temperature was below 
freezing, but the river was still open. There 
was a stiff fresh breeze that afternoon. As 
we tacked, the spray froze onto the jib 
and shook itself off in big sheets. On that 
clear, cold afternoon my brother found 
a pastime that soon became a passion. 
Eventually he owned an Etchelle 22 
one-design sailboat that he kept on Lake 
Minnetonka in Minnesota.” He went on 
to compete in a number of world famous 
races: The “offshore” inland 338-nautical 
mile Trans-Superior race from Duluth, MI 
to Sault Ste. Marie, MN; the 630-nautical 
mile Australian Sydney-Hobart race from 
New South Wales to Hobart on the island 
of Tasmania; the 608-nautical mile Fastnet 
race from the Isle of Wight, England around 
the Fastnet Rock in Ireland and back to 
Plymouth, England; and the 635-nautical 
mile Newport, RI to Bermuda race. “Alas, 
Michael laments, with married life, my 
brother Donald turned colors, bought a 
Fleming 53 Trawler and retired to Florida.” 
However, Michael also had big boats for 
he graduated from Lightnings to a 41-foot 
ketch and then a 44-foot ketch. He kept 

with over 15,000 built over the 78-year life of the class and they 
are easily trailered so it is no wonder they are found throughout 
the Midwest. There are over 500 fleets of them around the globe.
8 Although roughly the same length as a Lightning, the C-Scowl 
carries in its single sail more than 23% the sail area of the 
Lightning’s main and jib combined. This one-design boat was 
created by Johnson Boatworks in White Bear Lake, Minnesota 
in 1905 and originally sported a gaff rig. Although materials have 
changed over the 110-year evolution of the boat, C-Scowlers 
boast that the critical formula remains the same: “One hull, one 
large sail, two bilge-boards and one helluva ride!” This is because 

they were designed to be sailed at a 20 to 25-degree angle of heel 
in order to: 1. Help cut through the water when the wind rises; 
2. Reduce the friction induced by projecting a very small wetted 
surface area; and, 3. Increase speed by increasing the waterline 
length of the boat (The longer the water line in wave physics, 
the higher the potential speed.). The two bilge boards are angled 
out so that when heeling at the desired 20 – 25-degrees, the lee 
board (the only one down) is most effective; also, the boards 
are “toed-in” a few degrees to provide some extra hydrodynamic 
lift, thereby increasing the pointing ability upwind. “A helluva 
ride,” indeed!

(Footnotes)
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Deere & Company are there today.) That 
summer made him appreciate all the more 
the job he held for the next two summers 
at the Grand Hotel on Mackinac Island 
located near the Mackinac Straights that 
connect Great Lakes Huron and Superior. 
However, as a bellman, it was not without 
its challenges. Built in 1887 as a summer 
resort, it boasts of the world’s longest front 
porch – 660 feet! Lugging luggage that 
distance to the hotel’s 330 rooms was 
further complicated by the fact that the 
island allows no cars – only horse and 
carriage and bicycles. It was fine work 
and rooms were in great demand for this 
National Historic Landmark is seriously 
credentialed.11 And, in keeping with this 
story about a painter of the Mississippi, 
it is appropriate to note that Mark Twain 
lectured there. Over the years, Michael 
has painted the Hotel and many other 
prominent aspects of the island.

“During my sophomore year, a 
student with whom I had gone to high 
school and often shared rides to college, 
Ricky Amanza, joined the Marines with the 
promise of the G.I. Bill on separation. He 

was sent to the I-Corps Tactical Sector in 
Vietnam and was killed along with most of 
his company. The news polarized me and, 
a funny respectful fear of the Marine Corps 
stayed in the back of my mind. My older 
brother had left college to enlist in the 
Army and was promptly sent to Vietnam 
(he survived). As I began my third year at 
the College, my major had been switched 
to Philosophy and I was not happy with 
the image of myself as a philosophy major 
while the war raged. That ‘all in’ desire for 

a dramatic change and the indifference – 
outright hostility – shown by my college 
classmates over Ricky’s tragic loss gave 
me the courage to enlist in the Corps in 
December, 1968.”

“My arrival at boot camp in San Diego 
was a jarring lesson in philosophy, Marine 
Corps style. The memories of those years 
are a blur. But one important and fateful 
event occurred upon my assignment after 
boot camp: The Corps noted that I was an 
illustrator and they could use that talent. 
That sent me in a different direction than 
combat in the jungles and rivers of Vietnam. 
I did what the Corps told me to do. The 
young men I served with came from a lot 
of different backgrounds and most of them 
had never shared my opportunities. In the 
end, we were all left with an identity for 
life as a Marine.”  

Blaser mustered out of the Corps 
in January 1971. “My brother, who had 
flown fixed wing spotter planes for the 
Army (three of which were shot out from 
under him), had arranged a surprise for 
me. Knowing of my love of boats and the 
water, he took me from his apartment in 

North Chicago early one freezing morning 
to the waterfront in Waukegan well north 
of Chicago. Upon arrival, we began 
driving out along the pier and I noticed 
some crates piled and covered with snow 
and an old half-loaded pickup truck hiding 
a couple of distinctive Great Lakes fishing 
boats well frozen into the ice. He put the 
car in park and jumped out into the cold. 
I kept up with my brother as he walked 
up to a boat through a litter of partially 
coiled fishnets to introduce me to the 

both of them in the Green Bay, WI area 
and sailed the Great Lakes for ten years 
but eventually sold them to help finance 
his three children through college.

“I graduated from Moline High 
School in 1965 in the exact middle of 
my class and enrolled at St. Ambrose 
University, a local school in Davenport, 
IA which began as a seminary in 1882.9 I 
began as an art major and the chairman of 
that department, Father Edward M. Catich 
(1906-1979), left a permanent impression 

on me.10 He and his twin had been 
brought up in an orphanage and he was 
a rare individual who had a photographic 
memory, spoke five languages, played at 
least six musical instruments and could 
look through his students and see what 
they had to offer at a glance. His outlook 
towards the art world was that it was 1% 
inspiration and 99% perspiration. He was 
a renown calligrapher and wanted me to 
be one and would patiently remind me 
from time to time that ‘there really was 
not much demand for men from Iowa who 
painted boats’ and if I pursued that line 
of work, it ‘might be a long time between 
meals.” Not successful in interesting 
Michael in calligraphy, he urged him to 
switch majors to philosophy. “However,” 
Michael acknowledges, “I must credit 
Father with many of the good habits 
I still live by. I think he had a fondness 
for my lonely course in life.” Meanwhile, 
other things were happening in Michael’s 
life that would radically change it. His 
summertime work was already broadening 
his view of the world.

“The summer I graduated from high 
school, I took a job in ‘Dante’s Inferno’ 
– moving hot castings about in the John 
Deere Foundry in Moline.” (The John 
Deere company was established in the 
town in 1848 and the headquarters of 

Notes From Brush Hill

Michael Blaser on his Cheoy Lee 44' ketch, In the Mood

Moonlight Above the Mackinac Steamer South America Arriving at Arnold Line Dock
Oil	on	Gessoed	Fiber	Board
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captain who, in my brother’s plan, would 
be my future employer. I don't remember 
the captain's name - at the time he hardly 
looked like my vision of any captain I had 
ever read about. This fellow was down 
in the bilge just below looking up at us. 
He was sitting on one of the wooden 
crates they used to stack whitefish. He 
sported a mostly worn pair of heavy 
rubber gloves and was trying to wipe 
up syrupy diesel oil lost in the bilge. The 
smell was overwhelming. Even in winter 
rotted fish and diesel oil leave an odor 
that is unforgettable. It turned out that the 
captain was a Marine who had served in 
Korea and this bond of brotherhood made 
me all the more attractive as a potential 
member of his crew. We discussed 
working arrangements, pay, etc. and how 
the boat really would not be as bad once 
hosed down and underway but, of course, 
on the way back to port there would be 
the gutting of fish caught, etc. I had a 
quick flash that I’d meet a girl sometime 
and try to sit next her at a bar or start to 
dance. I just knew I’d look at her nose and 
wait for the twitch when she smelled that 
awful scent I would always carry. I don’t 
care what kind of cologne fishermen 
wear, diesel and fish are bound to leave a 
lasting mark. This life-changing dialogue 
probably took place in less than three 
minutes. In the cold it seemed like I was 
frozen in place for the entire morning. 
I told the captain I would have to think 
about his offer.”

Boats Abandoned in His Early Art Career

 His brother drove him home where 
he dug up some of his better paintings, 
put them in an old art case and returned 
to Chicago for an interview at the Grant 
Jacoby Art Studios. “It was my only 
interview, for the art director offered 
me an apprentice immediately. At this 
amazingly large studio I was given a 

board and even a private room. I was 
able to gather real technique both from 
the illustrators and the graphic designers. 
In a word, I learned my trade.”[12] After 
three years in Chicago he received an 
offer to become an art director for John 
Deere so he returned to his hometown of 
Davenport, IA.

“My job there was to do the 
collateral brochures, design ads and 
supervise photographic shoots for the 
Harvester and Forage lines. John Deere 
is a well-managed creative leader in the 
agriculture business and its employees 
were showered with benefits, good 
pay and enjoyed high standing in the 
community. The problem with my job was 
it required constant travel. We were a big 
herd moving across the rural landscape 
with our photographer, copywriter, movie 
crews, engineers, and product information 
people. That first year I spent over 200 
days on the road. I remember starting out 
in the Texas rice paddies and then moving 
north with custom cutters through Kansas, 
Nebraska, North Dakota, and winding up 
near freezing on the windrowed wheat 
fields of the Canadian plains. It was a fine 
job to be sure, but through all the years 
since childhood, inside I was still that boy 
who painted boats.”

Finding His Compass 
Back to the Sea and Boats 

“The secret of getting ahead is getting 
started.”

Mark Twain

In the summer of 1976, less than 
five years since he had turned down 
that first job as a Great Lakes fisherman, 
he decided to attend the “Tall Ships” 
Bicentennial event in New York Harbor.  
It changed his life.  “I had never actually 
seen a full rigged ship under sail.  I was not 
disappointed and I made lasting friends 

during the event. The following week I 
arranged for an interview with the editor 
of Sail Magazine in Boston.  Her name 
was Patience Wales and she epitomized 
my image of the patrician New Englander.  
A thin handsome woman with a tanned 
chiseled face, she took me into her office 
and said, ‘Now where in Connecticut are 
you from?’ I apologized for the mix up 
and freely offered that I was from Iowa.  
The statement took her by surprise.  She 
pulled her reading glasses down a bit and 
smiled. She said, ‘And no doubt you are 
the greatest marine painter in Iowa.’ She 
went on to say that she had sailed around 
the world twice, yet never had really 
been west of the Pocono Mountains in 
northeastern Pennsylvania.  After viewing 
my portfolio that was a mixture of small 
originals and illustrations, she agreed that 
I had mastered some useful illustrative 
techniques and was willing to give me 
a try. ‘Here, Mike, read this manuscript, 
make a half page B & W illustration and 
have it back here by Friday. If it suits me, 
I’ll pay you for it and we will see where 
things lead.’ One job led to the next and 
for the following ten years I was a monthly 
contributor to the magazine. Eventually 
I branched out to Cruising World in 
Newport, RI, Boating magazine and 
others. I also did illustrative work for Hood 
Sail Lofts in Marblehead, MA, Southern 
Cross Yachts, Palmer Johnson, and many 
others.”

As this became a financially viable 
way of life, he left the embracing security 
of John Deere’s Advertising Department 
and hung out his shingle as a freelance 
Maritime Illustrator. He was, indeed, 
unique to Iowa! Over the following 
years he illustrated several books on 
seamanship, electronics and one devoted 
entirely to tying knots while continuing 
to make frequent trips to the North East 
and bring back all the illustrative work he 
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2 Although small with a coed enrollment of only 2,700 today, 
it is nonetheless ranked by U.S. News as among the top three-
dozen Regional Universities in the Midwest.
 And well he should have for when Catich’s parents died when 
he was eleven, he and his siblings were taken by train to the 
Orphanage of the Loyal Order of Moose near Aurora, IL. There 
he apprenticed under sign painter/writer Walter Heberling, 
graduated high school in 1924 and toured the Midwest with the 
Mooseheart Band, played in bands in Chicago, studied at the 
Chicago Art Institute and supported himself as a sign painter. 
He received a Masters degree in art from the University of Iowa, 
found he had a vocation, and studied for the priesthood at the 
Pontifical Gregorian University in Rome where he also studied 

archaeology and paleography. He returned to the States and 
served as parish priest and taught for forty years at St. Ambrose 
University. Thousands of his works are there in the Galvin 
Fine Arts Center built by a donation from Hallmark Cards 
where many of his students worked. His works are also at the 
Houghton Library at Harvard, the Cultural Center at Rensselaer, 
Los Angeles County Museum of Art and several others. He also 
authored many scholarly books on calligraphy.
 It also received a “Distinctive Destination” from the National 
Trust for Historic Preservation, is viewed as the “Best Resort in 
the Midwest” in the eyes of Condé Nast Traveler and entered 
TripAdvisor.com’s “Hall of Fame” in 2015.
 Grant Jacoby, established in 1944, is still thriving and boasts 

of Microsoft as one of its principal clients. At the time Michael 
worked there, Fellow Thomas Macay Hoyne, III, (1924-1989) 
who was from a long line of prominent Chicago families, had 
his studio across the street from Grant Jacoby. “I did meet him 
at one of the Artist Guild functions in the early ’Seventies,” 
Michael recalls, “but in those days I made no connection with 
his future maritime success. He did a marvelous job painting 
the Phillips 66 calendars. Funny the pigeon-holing of ‘calendar 
art’ and ‘realistic art’ by museum people: The Milwaukee Art 
Museum refused a donation of the original John Stobart 
painting of the old city along the Milwaukee River apparently 
because it was ‘too realistic!’”

(Footnotes)
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cared to do.  He also worked with Better 
Homes and Gardens in Des Moines, Iowa. 

“I found a sales representative 
in Boston. It turned out that she also 
represented ASMA Fellow Don Demers.  I 
did not meet Don but was very impressed 
with his work, took note and began 
painting in oils once more. In the process, I 
rediscovered my old friend the Mississippi 
River right down the street and realized it 
had a maritime history all its own.” Or, as 
Lin-Manuel Miranda, the brilliant young 
playwright of the current smash Broadway 
musical, Hamilton, described the play’s 
successful marriage of rap and hip-hop 
with American history as being “like a 
mosquito that found an artery,” so it was 
when this Iowan artist, the “mosquito,” 
found the Big Muddy, the “Artery.”  He still 
had a love for blue water, but realized that 
the Western Rivers and their rich history 
were waiting for his talents to be put on 
canvas. This gradual transition from blue 
water to the brown waters of the inland 
rivers and the transition from illustrating to 
painting occurred during the twelve years 
following the Tall Ships experience of 
1976. By the late ’Eighties, the transition 
was complete. He was a mid-America 
maritime artist in full swing.

A lot of other things were happening 
in his life at this time as well. Michael 
first met Sue Zimmerman in an art class 
in 1961. She was a graduate from Moline 
High School and went on to obtain a BA 
from the University of Colorado at Boulder 
and a Masters Degree in Physical Therapy 
from the University of Iowa. Over the 
years they kept in “distant contact” while 
she lived in Nepal setting up the Physical 
Therapy Department of the Katmandu 
General Hospital. Upon her return they 
became reacquainted, courted and 
married in 1979. Michael describes Sue’s 
family as “encouraging, involved, colorful 
and very well educated”13 They began a 
family in Moline, Iowa, moved from house 

to house - each ever larger as the family 
grew - and ended up in a large home in 
a golf course community in Bettendorf, 
IL. After a long hospital career, Sue went 
on to teaching at St. Ambrose University. 
They have three children, Sarah, Tom and 
Noah. “All are college graduates – Sarah 
with a nursing degree from Colorado 
State and the two boys with degrees from 
the University of Chicago. Tom is with a 
consulting firm in Chicago and Noah is 
a bilingual correspondent and journalist 
living in Istanbul.” In 1992 the Michael 
and Sue divorced. “After twelve years of 
marriage, we spent little time together. 
I was always in my studio or traveling 
painting river scenes.” Both subsequently 
remarried and all lived within six blocks 
of each other. “Our children had the 
benefit of four adults hovering and one set 
of grandparents overseeing the lot.”

Michael still lives in Bettendorf. He 
married Gay Mink who owned a gallery 
in Cincinnati that sold his work and he 
used to visit She had been married and 
following their respective divorces, she 
sold the gallery and moved to Bettendorf. 
“She has been my partner for twenty-
five years and administers the various 
structured business functions that 
allow me to focus on my work – such 
things as managing our regional gallery 
network, selling giclées and prints and 
orchestrating details regarding original 
canvas commissions. Every artist would 
be fortunate to have a marriage partner 
who is willing to develop a useful hand 
and offer important advice in this most 
difficult of careers.”

The “Discovery” Begins: 
How It Happens

“It is strange how little has been 
written about the Upper Mississippi.”

                                    Mark Twain     
From an interview in the Chicago Tribune 
July 9, 1886

As we saw above with the opening 
story of the Steamboat Effie Afton, Michael 
Blaser writes about Upper Mississippi by 
telling its stories with his brush. He does 
this with other Western Rivers as well. 
The process starts by finding an idea or 
concept – a story to be told. “Once I have 
a concept and have done my homework, 
I first do a sketch on tissue (tracing paper). 

Notes From Brush Hill
This can be rendered in a traditional 
fashion – a scene seen from the shore, 
from another boat, etc. – but lately I have 
developed what I call the ‘gull’s eye view.’ 
This is not an aerial view perspective, 
per se, but rather an elevated perspective 
often drawn with an underlying grid 
beneath the tracing paper.”

“If the complexity and perspective is 
too intricate I will optically enlarge my 
tissue or even blow up the final study.  

A tissue can be mounted to two-ply 
paper and enlarged to almost any size by 
Kinko/FedEx outlets.  Then the enlarged, 
appropriately sized, reproduction of the 
actual drawing can be taped to the top 
of the panel and graphite tracing paper 
slipped underneath.  I follow my lines 
with a red pen (so I know what has 
been traced) until the entire image has 

13 Both parents had engineering degrees from Purdue University 
where they met. At the outbreak of WWII, her father became a 
Naval officer and spent the war years at Annapolis participating 
in the design of an effective torpedo while her mother was 
Admiral Hyman G. Rickover’s personal aid. Rickover, the 
“Father of the nuclear Navy,” rose to a four star Admiral and 
with 63 years of service became the longest serving Naval officer 
in U.S. history.  They raised four children and all graduated from 
college, one going on to Harvard Law School and others, like 
Sue, on to a Masters Degree and a career of teaching.

(Footnotes)

Sketch for a painting of the Marine Railways Yard in 
Paducah, KY, one of the biggest repair facilities for towboats

Large oil sketch based on the pencil sketch for 
the painting Hazy River, a current commission

The commissioned painting, Hazy River, is on the easel.
Note the many reference photos taken of the 

Paducah Yard used for the painting
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transferred to the panel.  Alternatively, I 
simply have my study at hand and block 
in the elements by eye.”

“When I am satisfied with it, I will 
transfer it to a small gesso panel and paint 
a 4” x 8” study in oil. If the palette seems 
to work, I do a larger study, perhaps 8” 
x 16” and sometimes larger. During 
execution it is vital to avoid going dark 
too quickly. Midtones will tend to follow 
and wind up way to dark as well.  As the 
work progresses, the painting will begin to 
take on a life of its own.  The larger study 
can be presented to the commissioner for 
acceptance but mostly I do it for myself to 
be sure I am on the right track.”

“Many years ago I attended a 
painting seminar by a famous German 
wildlife painter named Manfred Schatz 
(1925-2004). Mr. Schatz had mastered a 
technique of depicting motion - showing 

a well-focused head of a bird but blur the 
wings in such a way you could swear they 
were moving.   After his heavily accented 
but fascinating talk I found myself looking 
for something of merit to add during 
the question period.  I asked if he ever 
listened to the radio or had the TV on in 
the background.  At first he scowled in 
a frightening Germanic way, but then 
lightened up a bit and added, ‘No, young 
man, I listen to the painting. You know, it 
will begin to tell you what it wants.’ I have 
taken this message to heart - so much 
so that when commissioners call, I find 
myself saying ‘we’re coming along and I 
think it is beginning to breath.’  The ‘we’ 

is heartfelt.  Inside I know what I am really 
doing is adding bits of paint to a board, but 
after a while it does seem to take on a life 
of its own.”

Speaking of board, Michael notes that 
he used to paint on fine weave canvas but 
has now gone to a specific type of 1/8 inch, 
pressure treated, hardboard construction 
panel. “I cover this with five or six coats 
of traditional gesso.  This dry compound is 
mixed with water and heated.  It contains 
rabbit skin glue, gypsum (plaster of Paris) 
marble dust and titanium dioxide.  This 
creates an absorbent luminous surface and 
binds well with oil pigments. (He works 
exclusively in oils.) The hardboard panel is 
not subject to stretching or shrinking with 
changes in humidity or heat.  The panel 
is easier to ship or transport as well.  It is 
thinner than a stretched canvas and does 
not require a ‘build out’ charge from the 
frame maker.”

Know Your Subject

Once Michael has a concept for a 
painting and before he gets too far into 
preliminary drawings or sketches, he 
attempts to find and research any history 
or material written about it. “I also try to 
locate any photographs or art depicting it. 
My research success with source material 
will have a lot to do with the time period I 
choose and thus I try to select one where I 
am comfortable research will provide what 
I need. A brilliant concept but no historical 
information about the subject flies in the 
face of ‘know your subject.’ In the past I 
have been interested in the twilight era of 
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steam and sufficient information can be 
found if you dig and keep your eyes open. 
For instance, much of the architecture of 
the period between 1900 and 1960 still 
stands and living residents remember 
many of the steamers of this period. But 
I have also done subjects in more recent 
decades and these, obviously, are easier to 
research, and can often be done first hand. 
Nightwatch is an example of night activity 
at a Lock and Dam 14 located only blocks 
from my studio.”

The research that Michael does as he 
translates his concept into a painting is 
multi-faceted. Most fundamentally, he has 

This “downbound” has fifteen barges, three wide and five long. To make a “lock thru” she must break apart the tow into two 
sections. In freezing conditions this can be dangerous and backbreaking work.  Oil	on	Gessoed	Fiber	Board

 The Steamboat Natchez from New Orleans is bound for 
Cincinnati. It stopped in Louisville, lowered its gig (ramp to 

the shore) and picked up Michael Blaser. He returned to New 
Orleans on her the following week. Oil	on	Gessoed	Fiber	Board

Painting of the floating dry dock with the MV Sally 
Bromfield under repair. Oil on Gessoed Fiber Board

Although called “towboats” or “lineboats,” these diesel-
powered vessels actually push their barges. Here the artist 
visits the MV Sally Bromfield in a floating dry-dock where 
she is having two of her three rudders and one wheel (pro-
peller) replaced. The propellers are encased in Cort Nozzles, 
a European invention resembling a jet’s cowling designed to 

increase the power and efficiency of the propeller.
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spent his painting career learning about 
the river and its boats, levees, bridges and 
towns. They have become a second nature 
for him.  His knowledge of the subject 
also comes from first hand experience on 
the boats he paints, in the river towns he 
depicts and even the in yards where the 
boats are repaired. To help record what 
he learns, his camera is his constant 
companion.

Reading and writing about the river 
and its legendary figures has proven 
invaluable to Blaser in knowing his subject.  
Some years back, a book publisher in Salt 
Lake City, UT approached him to write an 
illustrated book focusing on river history 
and great river personalities. He was 
quite excited at the prospect and laid out 
a galley outline but in the end it did not 
work out. However, featured on the cover 
he designed were three men – all heroes 
in Blaser’s mind: Mark Twain, Captain 
Frederick Way, Jr. and Captain Clark C. 
“Doc” Hawley. Twain we have honored 
already by using his quotes as headers 
throughout this article but less well known 
are the other two.

Captain Frederick Way, Jr. (1901-
1992) was one of the youngest steamboat 
captains on the Ohio and Mississippi 
Rivers, earning his pilot’s license at the age 
of twenty-two. At twenty-four he bought 
his first steamboat, the Betsy Ann, and ran 
her between Cincinnati and Pittsburgh for 

a number of years. She was a fast boat, 
and won the “Horns” - a trophy for the 
fastest speed. This was a set of gold-tipped 
elk antlers, the river equivalent of the Blue 
Riband for the fastest crossings of the 
Atlantic Ocean.

However, Captain Frederick Way, 
Jr. and the Steamboat Betsy Ann lost 
the “Horns” trophy in 1928 to Captain 
Christopher Becker Greene at the helm 
of a steamboat named after him that was 
owned by the Greene Line Steamers.

Captain Gordon C. Greene (1862-1927) 
founded that company in 1890, the same 
year he married Mary Catherine Becker. 
They had three sons, two of whom 
(Thomas and Chris) became riverboat 
captains. The Greene name and reputation 
grew but Mary Catherine Becker Greene 
(1867-1949) made it legendary for she 
learned navigation, earned a pilot and 
masters license, ran and grew the Greene 
Steamboat Company when her husband 
died and became one of the most noted 
figures on the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers 
for more than half a century. She died at 
eighty-one. There is a bronze statue of 
Captain Mary Catherine Becker Greene on 
the Cincinnati River Walk, appropriately 
over looking the river she knew so well.

Nearly twenty years after the 
Steamboat Betsy Ann lost the gold tipped 
elk antler trophy to a Greene steamer, 
Captain Thomas Greene went to California 
to look at two luxury steamers, the Delta 
Queen and Delta King, that were up for 

sale after operating for several years on 
the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers in 
California. He bought the former and in 
1947 asked Captain Frederick Way, Jr. to 
take the flat-bottom, stern paddle wheeler 
out into the Pacific Ocean, down the 
coast through the Panama Canal, across 
the Gulf of Mexico and up the Mississippi 
and Ohio Rivers to Pittsburgh. He did this 
and wrote a book about it, The Saga of the 
Delta Queen.

Michael Blaser is particularly 

Notes From Brush Hill

In this painting, "Looking for a Single Straight Line", the 
Steamboat Betsy Ann is passing the Steamboat Queen City 

and has it in the beam of its powerful carbon arc spotlight. 
Featuring graceful sheer lines and beautiful arches, not a 
straight line can be found on the Queen City.  Carlisle & 
Finch of Cincinnati developed the first successful marine 
spotlight in the 19th Century and continues as a global 
leader in marine lighting. The company not only advises 

Blaser about how the lighting evolved over the generations 
but collects his work as well. Oil	on	Gessoed	Fiber	Board

"Moonlight Memphis"  •   Oil	on	Gessoed	Fiber	Board

14 True to Way’s instinct for history, he named the journal after 
one of the many on-board newspapers printed for the diversion 
of passengers on a number of larger 19th Century river packets. 
This one comes from the Steamboat Fleetwood that published 
the Fleetwood Reflector on its Cincinnati-Pomeroy-Parkersburg 
run. The current editor is David Tschiggfrie, who has authored 
booklets, articles, and DVDs about steamboating over the past 
forty years. He presently serves on the Board of the National 
Rivers Hall of Fame in Dubuque, IA.
15 Originally named the Idlewild from 1914 to 1947 and then 
the Avalon until 1962 when she became the Belle of Louisville.

(Footnotes)
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fascinated with and indebted to Captain 
Way for other significant contributions 
to preserving the history of the rivers and 
thereby helping him with his painting 
research. In 1933 he wrote The Log of 
the Betsy Ann, a book about his ten years 
on that steamer. This was sufficiently 
successful in spite of the economic trials 
of the Great Depression to enable him to 
create the Steamboat Photo Company in 
1939 that went on to collect the greatest 
number of steamboat photos known 
at the time. This led to another book, 
Way’s Steamboat Directory published 
in 1944 and the founding of the Sons 
and Daughters of Pioneer Rivermen of 
which Way became president. This, in 
turn, led to the establishment of the Ohio 
River Museum in Marietta, OH. In 1964 
when he was sixty-three, he launched 
the quarterly journal, The S&D Reflector 
for the Sons and Daughters of Pioneer 
Rivermen organization.14 Appropriately, 
when Captain Way died in 1992, his 
cremains were taken up river on the Delta 
Queen to Sewickley, near Pittsburgh, PA to 
be interred with his beloved wife, Grace.

The other legendary figure Blaser 
had on the cover of his book galley was 
Captain Clark C. “Doc” Hawley. He was 
born in 1936 in Charleston, WV on the 
Kanawha River sixty miles from the Ohio 
River. On a high school matinee cruise 
on the Steamboat Avalon,15 Hawley told 

the captain that he missed the sounds 
of the calliope, whose player had quit 
a week earlier. After demonstrating his 
talents in this regard, the teenager was 
hired on the spot and thus began his long 
and distinguished career on the Western 
Rivers. He started working summers jobs 
such as watchman, deckhand, mate, and 
of course calliope player. While working 
on the Avalon, he attended and graduated 
from Morris Harvey College and won a 
Rhodes Scholarship but turned it down 
to continue working on the Avalon and 
then the Gordon C. Greene. By the age of 
twenty-four, he had earned his pilot and 
master licenses and went on to captain 
the Avalon, the Natchez, the Mississippi 
Queen, the American Queen, and, the 
“Lady of the Rivers,” the Delta Queen. For 
two years he was the General Manager of 
the Greene Line Steamers, owners of the 
Delta Queen, the Gordon C. Greene and 
many other boats. In 1993, the National 
Rivers Hall of Fame in Dubuque, IA gave 
him their Achievement Award and in 1994 
he co-authored with Alan L. Bates the 
book: The Excursion Boat Story: Moonlite 
at 8:30 which relates the history, business 
and romance of excursions steamers over 
the generations and is illustrated by over 
150 photographs. He lives in the French 
Quarter of New Orleans, has taught 
at Tulane University and still plays the 
calliope.

Another important way that Michael 
knows his subject and composes his 
paintings is through model making. He 
has done this his whole life and is good 
at it – not just sailing ships and riverboats 
but also smoke-belching, radio-controlled 
warships. With a riverboat model in hand, 
he takes what he calls his “gull’s view” of it 
and drops it into the scene on his canvas. 
Below we see his model photographed on 
studio backdrop paper and then used in the 
painting of the famous, no-holds-barred 
race between the Steamboat Natchez and 
the Steamboat Robert E. Lee in June 1870 
from New Orleans to St. Louis.  The other 
pair of photographs shows another stern-
facing model of the Steamboat Queen 
City. It was used first in a study and then 
in the large unfinished painting entitled 
Steamer Queen City at the Public Landing 
in Cincinnati, 1926 (both seen together in 
the second photo).

Michael Blaser has gone from strength 
to strength with a lot of promise before 
him. Upon reflection he notes, “If I were 
to take another round and do my life over, 
I would like to take a series of classes put 
together by great painters. Of course, this 
is after I had mastered the basics. I spent 
a rewarding period attending the Loveland 
Academy of Art in Loveland, CO and 
studied illustration at night at the Academy 
of Art in Chicago. I also studied under Irvin 
Shapiro (1927-1994) and the marine artist 
Charles Vickery (1913-1998). I was exposed 
to masters of the craft. Those who know 
the craft can only teach Art. If I had this 
experience and similar exposure earlier, it 
might have compressed my learning cycle 
and made me much more productive at an 
earlier age.” However you look at it, Blaser, 
the “mosquito,” has found the Mississippi, 
the “artery,” and is drinking his fill. He has 
much to show for it.

Notes From Brush Hill

Model used in the painting "Under the Bridge",
Queen City  at the Public Landing in Cincinnati, 1926.

"Under the Bridge"  •  Oil on Gessoed Fiber Board

Model used in the painting "The Great Race". "The Great Race"  •  Oil on Gessoed Fiber Board

Charles Raskob Robinson is 
a Fellow of the Society. He 
paints at Brush Hill, a studio 
built in 1752, located in 
Washington, CT and formerly 
owned by Connecticut and 
New Mexico artist Eric 
Sloane. Some of Charlie’s 
work may be seen on his 
website at: 
www.brushhillstudios.com.
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Past President Ian Marshall and his lovely wife Jean

Fellows Dave Bareford, Len Mizerek and Carolyn Mizerek

Garth Jenkins & Charles Sharpe Kathy & Mike Killelea, Carolyn & Bill Doying

Anne Brodie Hill demonstrates Fredrix art supplies for the group

ASMA AGM - Plymouth, MA 
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Student Member Maria Oliva, "Mom" Cynthia Oliva, Cecelia Azurdia from Rowlett, TX

One of our largest gatherings of Fellows in some time enjoy dinner together

Fellows Russ Kramer, Lisa Egeli and Sergio Roffo

Anne Brodie Hill and Diana Hayes

David Montiero, Guest Speaker Stephen O'Neill & Charlie RobinsonRuss Kramer, Anne Brodie Hill & Oliver Russell - YMASKathy Anderson

Bill and Carolyn Doying with Mike Killelea

ASMA AGM - Plymouth, MA October 15 through October 18, 2015

Thanks to Diana Hayes, Barbara Robinson, and Tom Nielsen for the photographs
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ASMA AGM - Plymouth, MA 

Bill Muller and Charlie Robinson

Diana Hayes, Lisa Egeli and Kim Shaklee

Len Tantillo and Anne Brodie Hill Russ is given his retirement gift by Kim Shaklee

Russ Kramer's dramatics at the Friday night members slide show
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Bill and Carolyn Doying with Mike Killelea

ASMA AGM - Plymouth, MA October 15 through October 18, 2015

Thanks to Diana Hayes, Barbara Robinson, and Tom Nielsen for the photographs

Treasurer Sheri Farabaugh & Bookkeeper Jeff WoodyardBob and Joan LagasseFellow Len Tantillo gives his talk on art research

Fellow Sergio Roffo paints his Sunday morning demonstrationJoan Colt Hopper, Russ Kramer and Brenda & John B. Braden from Oregon

Daven Anderson, Anne Brodie Hill, Russ Kramer, Kim Shaklee, Sheri Farabaugh, Mike Killelea
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Fredrix Artist Canvas who demonstrated how to wrap the 
special canvas around a frame. Anne is an excellent presenter and 
skilled in the use of watercolors on canvas. When the wrapping 
demonstration was completed, Anne demonstrated various 
techniques and explained the unique possibilities and reasons for 
selecting a canvas in place of paper for a painting. The ASMA is 
grateful to the Fredrix Artist Canvas for leaving a good supply of 
watercolor canvas boards for all attendees to take away and work 
with.

•  6:00 - 9:30 pm Buffet Dinner and Slide Presentation with 
YMAS Awards at the Plymouth Legion Hall.

The beautifully renovated Plymouth Legion Hall overlooks 
a lovely lake in a mix of old and new forest. By Friday evening 
most members attending the AGM had checked in. The evening’s 
format followed that of previous years with a cocktail hour and 
dinner followed by the highly anticipated slide show of recent 
works by the attending members hosted by ASMA President, 
Russ Kramer. (Now Past President.) During that time, the Young 
Marine Artist Awards were made to two of the this year’s student 
winners. Maria Oliva was awarded ‘Best of Show in 3D’ for her 
sea life inspired ceramic. This beautiful and accomplished young 
woman came with her mother and aunt from Rowlett, Texas where 
Maria is a high school student taking all the required courses as 
well as art and ceramics. Anne Brodie Hill presented her with 
the first place award and scholarship gift. Russell Oliver, also a 
high school student, took an ‘Honorable Mention’ in the Young 
Marine Artist Search this year. He and his mother attended the 
dinner from just a stone’s throw away in Mattapoisett, MA. Anne 
Brodie Hill and Russ Kramer offered the award given for Russell’s 
stunning sailboat afloat in beautifully rendered light.

 SATURDAY OCT. 17, 2015
     • 9:00 - 11:00 am General Meeting.

The agenda for the General Meeting included The President’s 
report on the state of the Society and introduction of the Board and 
the presumptive new President, Kim Shaklee. The introduction of 
Fellows and Fellow Emeritus and the introduction of the Regional 
Representatives followed. A final highlight of this meeting was 
Kim Shaklee's report on the proposed changes to next year’s AGM 
which will be held in Williamsburg, VA in conjunction with the 
2016 National Exhibit. The new meeting plans jettison much of 
the business sessions which work will have been completed by 
the Board before the meeting date. Events will build on more 
workshops, demonstrations, gallery views, member exchanges 
and participation. Altogether more learning, pleasure and ‘play.’ 
The new Board of Director’s meeting followed the General 
Meeting for one hour.

•  1:00 pm - 4:00 pm On-going panel discussion and one-on-one 
review of a member’s portfolio by one of the Fellows.

•  2:00 pm Fellow Len Tantillo Lecture 
Fellow Len Tantillo gave a superb presentation of his project 

in Albany, NY.  Len was hired by an energy company, I believe, 
to determine where the site of an old, no longer extant fort was 
located and if that location would impact the placement of a 
huge storage capacity system. Len's knowledge of architectural 
and archeological history and his artistic creativity demonstrated 
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THURSDAY Oct. 15, 2015
•  2 - 5 pm Plimouth Plantation, Mayflower and/or Plymouth 

Grist Mill.
•  5 - 7 pm Casual Happy Hour at the EAST BAY GRILL, 

across from the Raddison.
The grill abuts the harbor shoreline. We were graced with an 

unusually warm, sweater weather evening and the pale corals and 
golds of the setting sun. Light to make an artist’s palette blush 
with the embarrassment of riches which continued throughout 
the weekend. William Muller, ASMA Emeritus, shared some 
‘ASMA founding history’ with me while long term and short term 
members greeted one another with enthusiasm and mingled their 
stories with pale white wine and dark beers.

FRIDAY Oct. 16, 2015
•  8:30 am - 12:30 pm Fellow’s Meeting, Joint Meeting 

Fellows and Board, Board of Director’s Meeting.
• Noon - 4 pm Paintout at the Harbor.
In fact the afternoon light was a bit harsh early on as it often 

is and the wind whipped through jackets and sweaters in spite 
of the direct sunlight. Jeff Smith and Charles Sharpe set off for 
the pier after lunch and were soon discovered there fully engaged 
in the scenes selected for the sketch pad and easel. Jeff sheltered 
himself in the lee and shadow of a building, while Charles squared 
off with his gear in bright sunlight a few feet away. The Doyings 
wandered down to watch and chat, artist to artist. Len Tantillo 
and Sergio Roffo found the plein air a bit too airy and opted for 
painting in the reception area. With warming wine and a less 
intrepid audience they worked their brush and palette wonders 
for a couple of hours. These and several other plein air works 
were displayed, (and several sold), the following evening at the 
Bob Skemp Dinner.

•  2 - 4 pm Anne Brodie Hill presentation, 
“Watercolor on Watercolor Canvas.”

This well attended program featured a representative from 
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Mig and I recently had the pleasure of receiving an 
invitation to have tea and coffee with the President of Ireland, 
Michael D. Higgins and his beautiful wife Sabina.  He has a 
passionate political voice; a poet and writer who loves the 
visual arts. Michael has previously served at almost every 
level of public life in Ireland. When I mentioned my work 
on Shackleton and the Endurance, he was genuinely thrilled 
with the idea of having a place where he might purchase a 

painting. I was prepared and had already wrapped a set of 
signed Shackleton prints as a gift. 

We shared some humorous stories about ourselves. One 
of the photos shows 
us laughing at a story 
he told about himself. 
He is a very short man. 
You can tell by the 
photos because I am 
only five foot seven.

He mentioned a 
rugby game in Dublin 
where he delivered 
a speech before the 
game. The crowd 
chanted “would you 

cut the bloody grass 
so we can see the little 
fella.”

He thought that was 
typically Irish and roared 
into laughter. I was 
subdued as I thought it 
rude to express myself 
too boisterously.

Austin

"Sounding For Endurance" - Oil - Austin Dwyer

(l-r) Austin Dwyer, Josephine O’Shaughnessey, unknown, President Michael D. Higgins

"Abandoning Endurance" - Oil - Austin Dwyer

"When Irish Eyes 
Are Smiling...."

From Austin Dwyer

the role artists can play both in a public forum and corporate 
environment. Perhaps he would reprise a bit of his illustrated 
presentation for the ASMA News & Journal. The project seemed 
to be one of the thousands of all proportions that have arisen over 
the last half century or more in which public interest, corporate 
interests and preservationists have clashed.

• 6:00 pm - 10:00 pm The Bob Skemp Dinner.
This year’s dress up evening event was held in an above ground 

restaurant overlooking Plymouth’s almost incandescent night 
harbor. The harbor becomes a rock walled cove lit with working 
boats, pleasure craft rigging lanterns and myriad eateries casting 
streams of glistening light reflections onto the choppy water. 
The plein air works displayed captured immediate attention at 
the entry. Fellow and Past President, Charles Raskob Robinson 
had this convivial venue for an unexpected celebratory birthday 
moment. At the 2014 annual meeting the Naval War of 1812 
Illustrated was a video series only. Thanks to Charlie’s devoted 
full time efforts, the 7 part series text is now available in richly 
illustrated book form.

The ‘passing of the baton’ of leadership was held following the 
excellent dinner as Russ Kramer relinquished command of the 
ASMA Board and Society to Kim Shaklee, the Board’s long time 
Vice President. Russ provided guidance during a period of steady 
growth with some attending difficulties engendered by increased 
activity and outreach. A small gift of beautifully executed 
scrimshaw will remind him of his accomplishments and those of 
his Board and the Society’s membership.

The guest speaker, Stephen O’Neil, Director and Curator of the 
Pilgrim Hall Museum, presented a slide show with the history of 
all the major works of art relating to the Pilgrim’s journey, landing 
and plantation period now owned by the museum through 
accession or outright gifts. ASMA members were encouraged 
with an admission discount flyer to visit these works hung in the 
beautifully restored estate home housing the museum and the 
largest collection of actual artifacts owned and used by ‘those who 
came over’ including William Bradford’s Bible. I was struck by 
the labors and austerity endured by those few in that harbor and 
the abundance of food and drink within richly decorated, well 
insulated walls we were enjoying that evening, in part, because 
of their legacy.

The members attending reveled in another Bob Skemp Dinner 
night of laughter and camaraderie centered on a common cause 
and interests. Many thanks are due the AGM Planning Committee.

  SUNDAY Oct. 18, 2015 
     • 10:00 am Painting Demonstration by Sergio Roffo.

A number of members were able to stay on for Sergio’s 
demonstration and were rewarded with ‘how to achieve’ remarks 
and interesting asides on technique and supplies. In a little over 
90 minutes, Sergio completed a small, highly detailed painting. 
He framed it and reset it on the easel for our inspection. A very 
worthy offering among peers.

ASMA also extends thanks to Golden Artist’s Paints, Inc. for 
the donation of 3 commonly needed Williamsburg Handmade Oil 
Colors samples in a presentation box and for the donation of QOR 
color charts with sample sets of watercolor paint and papers.

Looking ahead and forward now to Williamsburg!
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We are hoping you all had wonderful 
Holidays with your family and friends. 
The 2015 Annual General Meeting, held 
in Plymouth, MA, is documented in this 
issue by the photos and journal by our 
wonderful members and volunteers 

Diana and Tom Hayes. They answered the call to record the 
October 15-18, 2015 AGM weekend. This once-a-year gathering 
of friends, old and new, was exceptional and enjoyed by all. 
The new year will bring lots of new and exciting events for our 
2016 annual meeting in Williamsburg.

One of the best events of the weekend was the three 
wonderful ASMA student members who attended the October 
16 Friday night dinner and member’s slide show. They all 
submitted 3 images for Russ Kramer to include in the show. 
Emily Solomon, from Lincoln Park, MI, who has been a student 
member for several years, told everyone about her college 
studies and paintings of Great Lake ships.  Oliver Russell, 
from Mattapoisett, MA, accepted his 2015 National Honorable 
Mention Award for his oil painting “Friendship Sloop” which 
he brought for display.  Maria Oliva and her mom and aunt, 
traveled from Rowlett, Texas to receive her 2015 National Best 
In Show 3-D award, for her incredible ceramic “Vandertoorn 
II.”  

Several companies supported our annual weekend by giving 
art supply samples to  the attendees. Thanks to Managing 
Director Daven Anderson, Judson Art Outfitters/Gorilla 
Painters shipped several boxes containing Williamsburg 
oil paint samples, Golden Open Acrylics, composition 
finders, and Gamblin products. www.judsonsart.com. Jim 
Gazzaniga, Fredrix Artist Canvas representative, brought 
Fredrix Watercolor Canvas panels, QOR watercolor paint and 
Williamsburg Oil paint samples. Jim also demonstrated a new 
Fredrix product - the Pro Series Dixie Canvas Kit. He stretched 
a 40” by 40” gallery canvas in 15 minutes by hand!  And gave 
the finished product to us to give to one of our members. www.
fredrixartistcanvas.com 

ASMA East  reported by Sharon Way-Howard
As you read this, Thanksgiving and the holidays will have 

passed. Hopefully we’ll all be taking time to create as well! 
We have a new member in our region, Pierre Bernay. Since 
he just moved to NJ from France, I asked him to write a little 
something about himself. Pierre is really hoping to meet any 
fellow ASMA members in NJ.

From Pierre (with a little editing!):
“It is a great pleasure to be accepted as a new member of 

the American Society of Marine Artists. I have recently moved 

Regional
Reflections

by Anne Brodie Hill
annebhill@aol.com

to Cranbury, NJ, from the West of France, Brittany, with my 
wife and our youngest son. As an amateur I have always had 
a high interest in marine paintings. Until recently I was a 
salesman in the marine industry, in the marketing of composite 
components for boat building. I had the great opportunity to 
visit many different shipyards worldwide and see the birth 
of different types of vessels: military, commercial ships, tugs 
boats and racing yachts for the America’s Cup and Vendée 
Globe. For obvious reasons I couldn’t really take the time to 
paint but I could enjoy the beauty of the constructions with 
strong colors during welding, wood working or laminating of 
exotic fibers and woven fabrics. I am a sailor during week-ends 
and holidays mostly in Brittany. I got great pleasure watching 
ever changing colors and strong contrasts at sea. Becoming 
a member of ASMA is already an enriching experience, 
especially as I discover the art works of the marine painters, 
with a unique interpretation of marine scenes. I am now a full 
time painter, and I will be happy to share any techniques and 
experience. Ideally I would love to work plein air or at sea.

As a project, I will sail to Antarctica in February 2017 on 
a 60 feet sailing yacht and I intend to take all my painting 
equipment - a lot of work ahead!”

I’m so pleased that Pierre took the time to share this with me 
so I could share this with all of you. Please remember to send 
me any info or tidbits about your art or anything that might be 
of interest to our fellow ASMA members. As you can see from 
Pierre’s notes, your input makes this report more interesting. 

Meanwhile, our own Bill (William) Schmidt has informed 
me that he was selected as the featured artist for the Washington 
Society of Landscape Painters, for the month of Nov. You can 
check out Bill’s paintings at their site, www.wslp.org/gallery/
bill_schmidt. Thanks for sharing, Bill and Pierre! I hope all my 
fellow ASMA members have a happy and healthy New Year.

ASMA South
Mary Erickson, Bill Farnsworth, Morgan Samuel Price and 

Hodges Soileau were part of the Florida Four + One Exhibition 
at the Art House Casselberry, in Casselberry, Florida, for one 
week starting November 1, 2015.  Painting demonstrations en 
plein air took place and was free and open to the public.

Rockwall Art League President Tom Loafman presented the 
RAL Regional YMAS First Place Award and check ($500) to 
Maria Oliva at a presentation ceremony on November 6, 2015 
at the Rockwall Art League, Rockwall, TX. Kristina Stovall 
won the Second Place Regional YMAS award and a check 
($300). Both students have been studying with the Rockwall 
High School art teacher, Annie Foster, whose students have 
won National YMAS awards for the last three years.

Information received from Tom Loafman: “Ms. Oliva spoke 
excitedly about attending the ASMA’s Annual Meeting in 
Plymouth, MA with her mother to receive her national award. 
“It was so pretty there, and we had a lot of fun,” she said.  They 
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were well received by the ASMA members and enjoyed some 
time in Salem as well. When asked about her work, Ms. Oliva 
explained she “likes to work on detailed, intricate pieces,” 
and that “Vandertoorn II” was already in progress when she 
decided to enter the YMAS. The artwork was inspired by sea 
grass and coral. Ms. Oliva describes her parents as being very 
supportive of her passion for art, and lovers of art themselves. 
Upon graduating RHS, Ms. Oliva intends to continue her art 
studies at Texas A&M Commerce, having recently won the 
Gold Tuition Art Scholarship there based on the strength of 

her portfolio. Unfortunately, Ms Stovall was not available for 
an interview and photos.”  For more information and photos 
please click on the Young Marine Artist Search tab at the top of 
the website www.rockwallartleague.org. 

ASMA North 
As you read this, ASMA North Region Representatives 

Steve and Nella Lush will be receiving entries for the 2016 
ASMA North Regional Exhibition at the Minnesota Marine Art 
Museum (MMAM). ASMA Fellows Sergio Roffo and William 
Davis, are the jurors for this exhibition.  The opening reception 
is April 14 from 5 to 7 PM at the Museum. This regional 
exhibition is open to all members of  ASMA, and the deadline 
to enter is February 6, 2016.  Please see the prospectus on page 
30 of the Fall ASMA News & Journal. If you haven’t entered 
yet, you may still have time! The Exhibition is April 15 to July 
24, 2016.

The MMAM is located in Winona, MN and will also be 
the fifth venue for the 17th ASMA National Exhibition from 
June until August , 2017. This museum was also host to the 
15th ASMA National in 2013. Their art collection consists 
of historically significant works and wonderful temporary 
exhibitions and programs relating to “great art inspired by 
water.” Located on the banks of the Upper Mississippi River 
and surrounded by acres of native gardens, the MMAM was 
opened in 2006. Museum collections include Hudson River 
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AREA REPRESENTATIVES
ASMA North

ConneCtiCut, illinoiS, Maine, MaSSaCHuSettS, MiCHigan, 
MinneSota, new HaMpSHire, oHio, rHode iSland, VerMont, 

wiSConSin, Canada  and international

ASMA East
delaware, diStriCt oF ColuMbia, Maryland, new JerSey, 

new york, pennSylVania, Virginia, weSt Virginia

  

ASMA south
alabaMa, georgia, MiSSiSSippi, nortH Carolina, 

SoutH Carolina, tenneSSee

arkanSaS, Florida, louiSiana, puerto riCo, texaS, 
and tHe uS Virgin iSlandS

ASMA WEst
alaSka, arizona, CaliFornia, Colorado, Hawaii, idaHo, indiana, 

iowa, kentuCky, MiSSouri, Montana, nebraSka, neVada, 
new MexiCo, nortH dakota, oklaHoMa, oregon, 

SoutH dakota, utaH, waSHington, wyoMing  
Fpo and ae

Lois Salmon Toole
lstoole@windstream.net

Bill Schmidt
pleinairbill@aol.com

AdviSOR	tO	AREA	REpRESENtAtivES
Robert C. Semler

robert@rcsemlerart.com

Kim Shaklee
kim@kimshaklee.com

Alan Ryall
alan@alanryall.com

Jon Olson
jonlolson@aol.com

Austin Dwyer
aadwyer@austindwyer.com

Sharon Way-Howard
swayhoward@aol.com																							

Val Sandell
valartist@aol.com

Steve Lush
slush49@gmail.com

Nella Lush
nella.lush@gmail.com

Anne Brodie Hill
annebhill@aol.com

Charles Sharpe
csharpetts@aol.com

Grant Saylor
g.saylor@comcast.net

AdviSOR	tO	AREA	REpRESENtAtivES

AdviSORS	tO	AREA	REpRESENtAtivES

Brent Jensen
brentjensen@me.com

Dutch Mostert
dutchmostert@netscape.net

AdviSORS	tO	AREA	REpRESENtAtivES

(left to right) Chris Kosterman - RHS Director of Fine Arts; Anne Foster - RHS Art Instructor, 
holding Maria's YMAS National Best in Show and 1st Place Regional YMAS sculpture; Maria 
Oliva - RHS Junior; Thom Loafman - Rockwall Art League President.

Continued on Page 24
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Regional Reports - Continued from Page 23

AsmA news & Journal deadlines
Winter - december 1st   •   Spring - march 1st

Summer - June 1st   •   Fall - september 1st

School and Luminist works, a substantial Impressionist 
collection, modern works by Picasso, Matisse, and O’Keeffe, 
and sculptures by folk artists Leo and Marilyn Smith.  Please 
see the website www.minnesotamarineart.org for more 
information. 

ASMA West 
Reported from new ASMA West Regional Representative 

Brent Jensen:
“On November 7, ASMA Western Region members met at 

Horseshoe Cove near San Francisco, just north of the Golden 
Gate Bridge. The weather was perfect, and there were many 
scenes to paint - from the Fort Baker Marina to the Golden Gate 
Bridge. There will be more opportunities for ASMA members 
to paint in and around San Francisco in the future. Please 
contact Brent Jensen, brentjensen@me.com, to be added to the 
advance notice group for future society paint out events.

Information from California signature member Kathleen 
Dunphy about her 2016 Plein Air Workshop Schedule can be 
found on her website www.kathleendunphy.com. Kathleen 
sent information about the Butte Fire in September that burned 
over 100 square miles of California’s rolling hills. More than 
500 families lost their homes. The fire came within a few miles 
of Kathleen’s property, but the winds turned the fire north and 
spared her home. One of her favorite places to paint, Mountain 
Ranch was also spared.

Bob Dykes, our wonderful ASMA West Representative, is 
resigning his volunteer job as regional rep. Thank you Bob, for 
all your help with ASMA West, especially when our annual 
meeting was in San Diego. Your guidance and expertise about 
all things San Diego were amazing!

Ray Hunter, ASMA (left) plein air painting at the Golden Gate Bridge 
and (right) Brent Jensen, ASMA West Representative 

ADVANCING  YOUR  MEMBERSHIP
Invitation to submit portfolios for election to become 

Signature Member or Fellow.
  

 TO APPLY TO BECOME A SIGNATURE MEMBER 
Deadline April 2, 2016

•  Applications are to be made on-line through Juried Art Services – 
www.juriedartservices.com 

•  A portfolio with 12 images is to be submitted, identifying the tile, 
size and medium of each work, together with a brief resumé, name, 
address and email, and stating whether your are already a Member or 
have been a Signature Member in the past.

•  Signature Members are entitled to use the initials ASMA after 
their name and exhibit their works on the ASMA website Gallery 
(Additional fee required).

•   A non-refundable submission fee of $75.00 is payable online by credit 
card.

•  Follow JAS specifications for uploading and digital image 
specifications.

• On-line submission begin March 1, 2016 and ends April 2, 2016.

•  Candidates are asked for Biography information to be typed online, or 
you may submit additional materials by mail.  Candidates are advised 
to choose their images selectively.  The Committee will be looking for 
a consistent body of artwork, not just one or two items of good quality.

• Notifications will be mailed on or about May 15, 2016.

•  Applicants submitting for consideration to ASMA Fellow status 
must first be a Signature Member in ASMA.  Signature Members, 
particularly those who have exhibited with ASMA for some years are 
encouraged to apply.

•  A portfolio with a minimum of 20 works is to be submitted, identifying 
each image with title, size, medium, and the approximate year of 
completion. Sculptors should submit 2 views for each work.

•  Follow JAS specifications for uploading and digital image 
specifications.

•  A non-refundable submission fee of $130 is payable online by credit 
card or by sending a check made payable to ASMA, mailed to: ASMA, 
PO Box 557, Carrollton, VA 23314.

•  Please include a detailed resumé that includes your name address and 
email.  Resumé may also be mailed to address shown above.

•  Submissions for Fellowship begins March 1, 2016 and ends April 2, 
2016.

•  The Fellows are responsible for maintaining the artistic standards and 
managing the artistic affairs of the Society. Those members submitting 
for Fellow should do so with the understanding that, if elected, he or 
she will be encouraged to contribute to the Fellowship or the Society 
in some fashion best suited to their individual artistic excellence and/
or professional experience.

•  For questions, contact Managing Fellow, Neal Hughes at 856-630-3033 
or by email at: nealhughes@nealhughes.com, or Fellow Lisa Egeli 
at: lisa@lisaegeli.com.

• Notifications will be mailed by May 15, 2016

TO APPLY TO BECOME A FELLOW 
Mail Deadline April 2, 2016
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American Society of Marine Artists

July 1, 2016 - Deadline to receive National YMAS entries
August 1, 2016 - 
Notification of artwork selected by ASMA Fellows

    •  National YMAS awards will be announced at the 2016 
ASMA National Marine Art Conference in the Fall of 
2016. Award ribbons, certificates, scholarship money, 
and ASMA student memberships will be given.

     •  All entries must be original, created by the student 
from personal photos or imagination. Any media will 
be considered (paintings, sculptures,etc.). No artwork 
that used calendar or magazine art will be accepted. 
Any maritime subject will be considered.

    •  Please see www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
for examples of contemporary marine art.

To Enter the YMAS National Competition:
1.  Take a digital photo of the artwork and save it 

as a jpeg. Up to two entries per student may be 
submitted.

     For sculpture, please submit 3 views of each 
sculpture.

2.  Crop the image so that the entire artwork is visible 
without extraneous background or framing showing.

American Society of Marine Artists

     The saved image should represent the artwork 
exactly.

3.  Image size should be at least 300 pixels per inch 
minimum. The file format must be jpeg (highest 
quality, no compression).

4.  Please title the jpeg “YourNameTitleofArtwork.jpeg” 
(Example: “AnneBrodieHillSailboat.jpeg”)

5.  Save your images to a CD and mail (to be received 
by July 1, 2016) to:

    Anne Brodie Hill, ASMA
    7720 Appaloosa Trail
    Gainesville, GA 30506

6.  Please include this information (printed) with the 
CD: (very important!) 
•  Student’s name, year of birth, grade in school, 

mailing address, email, and phone number
    • Title of artwork, medium, size, value 
    •  Art Teacher’s name, email address, school name, 

school address, and phone number
7. All information given remains private.

 
Questions - please contact Anne Brodie Hill

annebhill@aol.com, 770-718-7586

4th Annual YMAS National Competition
2016 Young Marine Artist Search (YMAS)

 Art Students ages 16 to 23

2015 Best In Show 
YMAS National Winners

Kaylee Bahk (2D) • Maria Oliva (3D)

Best In Show 2-D award winner, Kaylee Bahk, 
accepts her YMAS National award
at SCAD in Atlanta, GA, for her 
watercolor painting "Waiting"

Best In Show 3-D award winner, 
Maria Oliva (on right) and Cynthia Oliva

(her Mom) from Rowlett, TX,
accept Maria's YMAS National award for her 

ceramic "Vandertoorn II" at the
ASMA Annual Meeting in Plymouth, MA

Honorable Mention Award winner, 
Oliver Russell (and his Mom, Jen) 

accepts his YMAS National award at the 
ASMA Annual Meeting in Plymouth for 

his oil painting "Friendship Sloop"

Honorable Mention Award winner, Haley 
Harrison and her YMAS National Award 

winning sculpture "Jelly Belly"
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I was meandering around the piers in Fells Point, the oldest 
area of Baltimore, settled circa 1700, carrying my gym bag filled 
with watercolor supplies needed for painting on location! I was 
seeking subjects combined with composition for my work. I am 
originally from Indiana, Pennsylvania and came to Baltimore 
County in 1950 to teach art. Upon seeing the Chesapeake Bay, I 
said to myself what a great place to paint, and I promptly became 
a bay painter. I had seen the Chesapeake Bay as a youngster back 
in the 30s, while crossing the bay from Annapolis to Matapeake, 
with my family, on the car ferry. We were traveling to the shore for 
a summer vacation.

There are myriad marine subjects to sketch and paint in the area 
and the difficulty was selecting the scene. Fells Point at this time, 
about 1953, was the location of two well known tug companies, 
The Blue Diamond and Baker Whitely towing companies. Both 
companies tied up at the Recreation Pier on Thames Street, at the 
foot of Broadway, one company on one side of the pier and the 
other on the opposite side. Tugs are a great subject to paint. They 
are bold looking boats nestled in the water powerfully pushing 
bow waves before them like a dog with a bone in its teeth. The 
Tugs are colorful, each displaying the logo and color of the 
company on the smoke stack.

Across from the Baker Whitely tugs on the west side of 
Recreation Pier stood the police pier with its launch tied up and 
rocking on the disturbed harbor water. I gave a long look at the 
tugs, scanned the police pier, and decided I wanted something 
different.

I had painted the tugs earlier, several times. Looking east 
towards the Montford Scrap Yard at the end of Thames street I 
decided to stroll down and take a look. I was surprised to find 
the large remains of an old bay steamer in the process of being cut 
up for salvage. It was the F. C. Latrobe, which was named after 
the Mayor Of Baltimore in 1887. The Latrobe, had once been a ice 
breaker, I learned later from research, was once a member of the 
large family of steam ships that had once plied the waters of the 
Chesapeake Bay and had now scummed to the welders torch.

The Latrobe was lying to starboard with the stern still intact 
and the super structure just about dismantled. Cabins on the 
hurricane deck were toppled but parts of the teak railing were 
still in place. The saloon deck was gone. A few cables, pulleys and 
ropes were still in evidence. I decided to make a sketch and brush 
in some color. I had little knowledge of what I was sketching 

except that it once was a steam boat. I later painted the scene in 
my studio, enlarged the sketch, and then decided to break up the 
background using the ship as my guide, I turned the composition 
into a prismatic composition. The "prism" was popular at the time 
and I painted a number of paintings in the same style for several 
years, an artist friend said he thought I was painting with cracked 
glasses, The period of prismatic scenes eventually passed.

Through out my career in teaching Art for Baltimore County, 
Public Schools, I also began a career painting watercolors. I 
became overwhelmingly interested in the bay, Skipjacks, work 
boats, and steam boats. Skipjacks were the popular subject for 
painters. Skipjacks are sloops with a raking single mast, cabin aft 
and a beautiful clipper bow. Hanging off the stanchions in the 
stern is the push boat, used when the wind fails.

I painted many Skipjacks dredging for oysters, often with a 
crew of five, working inlets and tributaries of the Chesapeake 
Bay. Eventually I pursued pictures of the steamers published in 
books written about 
the Bay and read a 
number of articles 
on the subject. From 
pictures I painted in 
oil and watercolor The 
City of Richmond, City 
of Norfolk, and many 
others. I discovered a 
book by David C. Holly 
titled, Steamboats on 
The Chesapeake, from 
which I learned a great 
deal about the various 
boats. Then I met David 
Holly while attending a meeting of the Steam Ship Historical 
Society here in Baltimore. He was the guest speaker: his talk was 
excellent and motivated me to pursue vigorously my paintings 
of the steamers. The steam boat Emma Giles, a side wheeler, is 
perhaps the best know. Much has been written about this boat, 
and numerous paintings illustrating the steamer under way have 
found their way into private collections. She was built in 1877 
by the Tolchester Steamboat Company to serve their lucrative 
business of transporting passengers on weekends from Baltimore 
to Tolchester Beach a popular bay side resort thirteen miles across 
the Chesapeake on the Eastern Shore. On weekends hundreds of 
picnickers with their lunch baskets, swimming attire, blankets 
and big large brim hats packed her decks for a fun day on the 
water. After arriving at the park, they hurried across the pier to 
go swimming, ride the roller coaster and the popular small steam 
train. Emma Giles managed about 12 miles an hour, and at that 
speed it allowed the passengers to party and savor the beauty of 
the Chesapeake Bay. During the week she was signed to various 
ports hauling cargo and passengers to large and small landings

Pilot Boy, a small bay steamer along with the excursion 
steamer Nelly White, both side wheelers, also made weekend 
trips to Tolchester before they laid the keel for the Emma Giles. 
Both ships were often packed with about 600 excited travelers. 
Upon the launching of the Emma Giles both steamers were 
reassigned larger routes and proceeded to haul passengers and 
freight up and down the Chesapeake Bay. Nelly White, while on a 

Painting Steam BoatS of the CheSaPeake Bay By JameS Drake iamS, aSma/aWS

The Talbot  •  Watercolor

The City of Norfolk  •  Watercolor
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charter collided with another steamer and had to be beached near 
Sandy Point. The ship, however was saved. Pilot Boy meanwhile 
steamed far and wide.

She made numerous visits to the Little Choptank river and 
landings on Fishing Creek, and Church Creek on the Eastern 
Shore. Passengers, along with freight and livestock were listed on 
the manifest. Traveling several hours to Baltimore on a steamboat 
was not as romantic as some folks might think. The sun, the breeze 
on the hurricane deck, and the cargo deck loaded with containers 
of corn, live chickens, cows, pigs, cattle and produce of all kinds, 
the trip could be very odoriferous. Smokestacks often spewed 
soot and live coals down on the hurricane deck where passengers 
grouped to enjoy the scenic bay. The Saloon deck was the popular 
choice of passengers. The interiors were well decorated and the 
wood work complemented the interior. Steamboats were the 
only mode of travel other than horse and buggy for families 
living along the rivers and tributaries of the Eastern Shore of the 
Chesapeake Bay. The trip by land to Baltimore meant a long and 
tiring trek up and around the top of the bay and then down to the 
cities on the western shore was a day trip or longer requiring an 
over night stop. Ice in the winter months to go by boat hampered 
the crossings in the northern part of the bay.

The arrival later of the rail road and automobile gave citizens 
a choice, and the steamer, a much used method of travel, would 
slowly fade away.

The arrival of the packet was the curtain call for the side 
wheeler steam ship. A much larger ship, with a screw drive was 
sleek and fast compared to its predecessors.

The steamers, like the City of Norfolk, were about 300 feet long 
and all inclosed three deckers with elegant cabins, lounges, and 
dining salons that provided sumptuous meals. The popular Old 
Bay Line had its problems with fires, collisions, fog and hurricanes 
but maintained a lengthy life. The steamers, City of Richmond, 
City of Baltimore, City of Norfolk, Annapolis, and others were 
painted a brilliant white from the bottom paint to the hurricane 
deck with mahogany trim windows, and louver shutters on the 
inside. The lounges were furnished with over stuffed furniture, 
and a bar. The ships cruised at 17 miles an hour and were eye 
catchers as they steamed out of Baltimore for Norfolk or one of 
the many ports of call. Passengers could board ships in Baltimore, 
including their cars, in the evening for an overnight run down 
bay to Norfolk. Business men, traveling salesman and tourists 
enjoyed the trips. I have been fortunate to have talked several 
folks who travelled on the packet when they were children. It 
was very pleasant. One remembered the red velvet and carpeting. 
One gentleman described sailing on one of the ships final voyage 
from Norfolk to Baltimore. The passengers gathered at the bar to 
toast the last trip and swap stories they had experienced while 
traveling on the ship. Several were a little spiffed upon their 
arrival in Baltimore. Along with my family, I would have enjoyed 
the cruise down the bay and back, nay, it is too late now. The 
modern automobile, much improved highways and speedy trains 
announced the end of overnight cruises in 1962.

The steamers held an all important place in history and 
development of the Chesapeake Bay. At one point in the 19th 
century, the Chesapeake was cluttered with numerous steam 
boats, about 300 in 1890, on the move. From the Susquehanna 
River in the north and Norfolk, Virginia to the south steamers 

of various styles and sizes were very active, including the small 
river steamers. Long gone are the wooden, unattractive, smelly, ( I 
read) warehouses that cluttered the Baltimore water front housing 
merchandise waiting to be loaded upon the steamers.

One steamer, the President Warfield, was commandeered by 
the army for service over seas during the second World War. Other 
steamers were also taken by the government to serve because of 
their shallow draft. The Warfield was placed in dry dock and 
gutted of all but two cabins to house gun crews. A turtleback 
was added forward and on the stern to prevent breakers from 
crashing over and washing through the salon. Windows were also 
boarded up sealing the 
ship from the heavy 
seas of the Atlantic. 
After a considerable 
amount of work she 
was painted gray and 
readied for service. 
The ship performed 
many varied services 
for the army in 
Europe and returned 
home expecting to be 
scrapped. Several bids 
were offered for the Warfield, and after the bidding dust cleared 
the Haganah owned the ship. The Warfield, after considerable 
repairs, badly needed, sailed for the Mediterranean and placed 
into service transporting Jews from Sete, France to Haifa. The ship 
was renamed Exodus after a nasty conflict with the British navy 
near Haifa. The Warfield had a gallant career. In 1952 the ship 
caught fire at Haifa and was completely destroyed. After the war 
a number of packets returned to service on the Chesapeake.

One afternoon recently while on a launch in the Baltimore 
harbor I mentioned to a fellow artist that it seems a shame we were 
born too late to see the steamers and old wharfs in the heyday of 
the steam boats. He replied, that he thought so at one time but he 
also remembered how dentists worked back then. Thus ended the 
thought.

I still seek out photos of Chesapeake Bay Steam Boats and 
occasionally paint a picture of one steaming down past Sandy 
Point sailing out into the bay.

Jim Iams has been painting regional scenes 
of Maryland and the Eastern Shore of the 
Chesapeake Bay since he came to Maryland 
to teach art in Baltimore County in 1950.

Jim has sailed the Bay and its tributaries 
for five decades and thus paints his subject 
with the knowledge of a sailor and the skill 
of a artist .

In addition to articles in art magazines, his published works 
consist of a number of his prints and two books, Bay Side 
Impressions, published by the former Tide Water Press in 1983, 
and Painting the Eastern Shore, published by Johns Hopkins 
Press in 2003.

He is a Signature Member of the American Society of 
Marine Artists, The American Watercolor Society, and life 
member of the Baltimore Watercolor Society.

Painting Steam BoatS of the CheSaPeake Bay By JameS Drake iamS, aSma/aWS
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The meeting was called to order by president Russ Kramer at 9:08 am 
on Saturday, October 17, at the Radisson Hotel in Plymouth, MA.
WELCOME and INTRODUCTIONS

Russ welcomed attendees and noted that yesterday’s meetings and 
planning sessions by the Fellows and Board have worked to move the 
Society forward. He reported that ASMA is on a sound footing with a 
great team of volunteers and noted what a privilege it has been to serve 
as President, as he now prepares to turn over that job. He complimented 
the efforts of the volunteers who make things work and appealed to 
others to join in helping with our many exciting upcoming events.  

He mentioned the recent nomination of 2 new Board members and 
asked for a show of hands vote on the confirmation of Lisa Egeli and Del 
Bourree-Bach. They were unanimously approved. 

Then he introduced the Board members present, Kim Shaklee, his 
presumptive replacement as President, Daven Anderson, the Managing 
Director, Sheri Farabaugh, Treasurer, Mike Killelea, Secretary, Lisa 
Egeli. Anne Brodie Hill, Len Mizerek, Ann Mohnkern, Tom Nielsen, 
Sergio Roffo amd Len Tantillo. He complimented the absent Christine 
Diehlmann for her years of service to ASMA, and then introduced the 
Fellows who were present; Bill Muller, David Bareford, Richard Loud, 
Ian Marshal, Charlie Robinson, Len Tantillo, Len Mizerek and Kim 
Shaklee. He also introduced the Regional Reps who were present; Steve 
and Nella Lush, North Region; Anne Brodie Hill and Charlie Sharpe; 
South Region. He mentioned that Sharon Way-Howard the East Region 
Rep was injured and could not be present. He complimented Buck 
Braden who was attending all the way from Oregon. 

Russ then asked for approval of the 2014 minutes that had previously 
been published in the ASMA News & Journal. They were unanimously 
approved.
FELLOWS REPORT

Lisa Egeli reported on the Fellows who met on May 17 in Mystic 
to review 34 portfolios. They elected 1 new Fellow, C.W. Mundy and 
7 new Signature Members: Terry Miller, Larry Cannon, Mort Solberg, 
Jeff Birchill, James Wolford, Daven Anderson and Matthew Hillier. The 
Fellows will meet again in the spring of 2016 to review applications for 
Signatures and Fellows, and also to jury for the 17th National Exhibition.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT 

Charlie Robinson spoke for the Finance Committee made up of Kim 
Shaklee, Ann Mohnkern and Bill Doying. He said we have an interest 
bearing capital base of $35,000, money that is set aside for emergencies. 
He indicated that this was a very small amount for an organization as 
big as ASMA. He suggested it be increased to $100,000 and that the 
effort be tied to ASMA’s 40th anniversary in 2018. He said that would be 
done by: 1 - appealing to members through challenge grants, and  2 - by 
encouraging estate planning that benefits ASMA. He also said that the 
$100,000 should be possible by 2018, but that the long term goal would 
be $250,000. Russ mentioned some specific members who’ve already 
contributed generously such as Bill and Carolyn Doying, Anne and Bob 
Hill, Tom Nielsen, and Dick Elam in Texas. 
TREASURERS REPORT

Sheri Farabaugh presented the Treasurers report. Russ later thanked 
her for how professional looking the Treasurer’s Report is and said 
copies were available from him. As a new member Sheri recognized 
what an excellent job of managing on a tight budget ASMA has done and 
noted that it remained in the black. She mentioned that Jeff Woodyard, 
our new bookkeeper, had been with us the night before, and that Charlie 
Robinson remained readily available as an advisor to her. 

COMPLIANCE AND BY-LAWS REPORT 
Ann Mohnkern spoke very briefly for the Compliance and By-Laws 

committee saying: “We’re fully in compliance with everything.”
EXHIBITION COMMITTEE REPORT

Russ initially spoke for Charlie Robinson and the Exhibition 
Committee. He talked about the 16th National as our first online National 
(www.ASMA16thNational.org) exhibition. It has been an opportunity 
for members to show their work without committing or shipping 
any original art, as well as being an alternative to the very difficult 
arrangements for museum shows. There will be another museum show 
coming up when the 17th National Exhibition opens at the Muscarelle 
Museum of Art at the College of William and Mary in Williamsburg, 
VA next fall. And that show will be very special in conjunction with our 
next annual meeting. The show will be juried in April and the plan is 
to have 6 venues that extend for 14 months from start to finish. They 
will include the Minnesota Marine Art Museum, the Quinlan Visual 
Arts Center in Gainesville, GA, and the beautiful brand new exhibition 
hall on the grounds of Mystic Seaport, plus two other venues as yet 
to be determined. Charlie added that the Board and the Fellows have 
discussed our evolution from historically brick & mortar exhibits to 
the current 16th National online. So it’s possible that if the 2 concepts 
were married, in the future the balance could tip toward online exhibits 
interspersed with occasional brick and mortar exhibits more frequently 
than once every other year.   
REGIONS REPORT

Russ asked Steve Lush about the upcoming North Regional Exhibit. 
Steve said it would be held at the Minnesota Marine Art Museum 
(MMAM), that submissions will be accepted in January and the opening 
in April. He and Nella Lush would do the catalog, a task he thought 
would be daunting but should get a good turnout without interfering 
with the 17th National Exhibition, also at the MMAM. Russ assured him 
that there was help available with graphic design, Photoshop, writing, 
editing, etc. and Steve acknowledged some of the help he had already 
gotten. Charlie mentioned the importance of the MMAM as a regionally 
significant fine art museum. Anne Brodie Hill added that the prospectus 
for the show is on page 30 of the current fall edition of the ASMA News & 
Journal. She also mentioned that member Ray Hunter from Santa Barbara 
is setting up a regional show at the Channel Island Museum. Then she 
talked about Marine Invitational shows and said ASMA East Rep Sharon 
Way-Howard had worked on a successful one at the Peninsula Gallery 
in Lewes, DE. Anne added that Marine Invitational shows are “for sale” 
shows, run by a gallery, and although ASMA can contact its members, 
the show can’t be listed as an ASMA show or connected to ASMA at all. 
She went on to mention that they had a very successful ASMA South 
Regional at the Gadsden Arts Center in Quincy, FL. 

Anne said that local members had been given information on the 
tall ship “L’Hermione” which arrived from France and stopped in east 
coast ports allowing ASMA members Bill Doying and Neal Hughes 
the opportunity to visit and paint her. On the West Coast, Coos Bay 
22nd annual & ASMA Regional would be opening. And a new area 
representative, Brent Jensen in San Francisco, extended Regional 
coverage of California. 
YMAS

Anne then encouraged all members to get involved and to start a local 
YMAS competition in their area. She would be happy to assist with it and 
suggested the focus should be on teachers to make those events work. 
She talked about successful YMAS programs in the states of Georgia, 
Florida and Texas, as well as the 2015 National YMAS competition. She 
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introduced Maria Oliva, a high school student from Rowlett, TX and the 
National Best in Show 3-D award winner. ASMA member Dick Elam has 
been a big sponsor in Rockwell. In addition there were two other YMAS 
members present: Oliver Russell from Massachusetts who won National 
Honorable Mention and Emily Solomon from Michigan. Charlie said 
that Emily has been a member for 10 years and at 25 is now a Regular 
Member. As a member Emily offered to represent ASMA at the opening 
of our War of 1812 exhibit in Detroit. Unfortunately that opening was 
snowed out so she never got to speak for the Society. Anne will provide 
details for anyone wanting to set up a local YMAS program and she 
also thanked Tom Nielsen for his active participation in a local YMAS 
program. Tom replied that it had been a real pleasure and that this is an 
excellent way for experienced artists to “give back” to their community.
MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE REPORT

Kim Shaklee spoke for the Membership Committee.
This year there are 520+ members. That number is about where 

ASMA usually hovers. Turnover has been about 15 to 20% for many 
years but we’re making an effort to reach out to new members. Tom 
Nielsen researched national publications for new marine artists and 
compiled a list of 220 possibilities that will be approached. Kim also 
asked all members to suggest any additional artists they think might be 
candidates. She also said we’re looking for new ways to engage members 
and additional volunteers to help with that. 

Kim said that by bringing Sheri Farabaugh in as Treasurer we’re 
looking closer at budgets and costs, something she wanted the 
membership to be aware of. Kim looked into the cost to ASMA for each 
member and found it staggering. Producing the ASMA News & Journal 
cost each of us $29 per year; bookkeeping and administration are $15; 
website cost $1; software & QuickBooks are $3; credit card expense & 
mailings are $3.50 making a total cost of $51.50 per member. That means 
the Society is losing some money on over half the membership and will 
have to look into ways to cut expenses. It also suggests that dues (which 
haven’t been raised in 9 years) may need to be increased. Next years 
National Exhibition will be an additional expense to members so any 
increase in dues would likely not happen until 2017. The ASMA News & 
Journal is one of ASMA’s greatest benefits as well as its greatest expense, 
so in an attempt to lower costs in 2016, members will be offered the 
option to get it delivered digitally instead of by mail.  

Finally, in the coming months Kim will be looking seriously at what 
things can be done to increase membership value, and asked for members 
comments on what one thing connects them best to the Society. Also, 
since young people get most of their information today online, student 
members will get their copy of the ASMA News & Journal online in the 
future. There are currently 48 student members who pay $15 dues and 
online delivery will offset the cost of their membership. 
NOMINATING COMMITTEE REPORT

Anne Brodie Hill said that 2 new Board members have been nominated 
and elected. She noted that potential candidates to the Board can be 
nominated by any ASMA member. The suitability of those candidates 
will then be reviewed and approved by the Board before being offered to 
the membership for a vote. 
WEBSITE REPORT

Daven Anderson reported that ASMA’s website had been completely 
changed in the last year and continues to be improved, a process that’s 
had some bumps. However the new site, managed by Wild Apricot, does 
a great deal more than the old one and offers even greater capabilities 
and management tools then are now being used. It lists events, is easier 
to review, to get agendas, to register for events, to vote, and pay fees 
online than ever before. Daven asked to be contacted about any specific 
problems encountered with the site so he can correct them. Russ added 
that “it’s a terrific bit of management software that has a website 
attached to it”, and although it sometimes doesn’t seem as user friendly 
as it should be, that’s being worked on. Russ said while the site has 
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resources and articles for artists, (including old ASMA News & Journals) 
it has unquestionably saved ASMA a lot of money and administrative 
costs over the old Excel sheet method of managing our information. And 
it has a store and PayPal available. 

ASMA NEWS AND JOURNAL
Russ speaking for the absent Bob Semler, said the ASMA News & 

Journal continues to be a very professional quarterly publication. He 
encouraged members to send Bob news notes and updates about shows 
they may be in, or other interesting items. He commended Bob on his 
continuing great work as editor. 
AGM COMMITTEE

Kim said there were 72 people attending this weekend (43 members 
and 29 guests). She again referred to discussions that have been held 
on how to bring more members to the meeting. Toward that purpose, 
all committee planning was done in advance, and reports were sent to 
the Board in advance, allowing most business to be accomplished ahead 
of the actual meeting. In the future this process will allow the Board 
to make the weekend more beneficial to members. The name of our 
annual meeting is being changed to the National American Marine Art 
Convention (NMAC) to better reflect the increased role of membership 
activities (*see name change addendum at the end of the minutes). The 
goal is to have more demonstrations, a larger role for Fellows, and more 
activities, learning & sharing sessions for members. She hopes that these 
changes will result in more attendance at next years National Exhibition 
and annual meeting, and encouraged members to volunteer their help 
with preparations for next year’s events. Volunteers should contact 
either Kim or Daven. Kim then thanked Daven and David Monteiro (a 
Plymouth area member) for putting the 2015 weekend together, Russ for 
his help making hotel arrangements, Diana Hayes for photographing the 
weekend events, Sergio Roffo for his painting demo, and Anne Brodie 
Hill for demonstrating Fredrick products. Russ reiterated that ASMA’s 
goal is to pack future meetings with learning opportunities and to make 
them into a kind of convention where there’s almost more than you 
can do. Several attendees recalled diverse activities at prior meetings. 
But Russ emphasized that the goal will be to have information sharing, 
workshops and things specific to improving our work as marine artists. 
He said that this afternoons activities would include a “secret stuff” 
workshop, one-on-one portfolio reviews with Fellows, and Len Tantillo’s 
presentation on researching and creating his 17th & 18th century scenes. 
Other suggestions for the future were an “art swap” where people could 
bring brushes, or mediums, or frames or other art supplies to trade. 
Maybe also inviting a technician to explain their product (like Winsor 
& Newton), or including “secret stuff” information in a future article in 
the ASMA News & Journal. Another suggestion was to include a plein air 
session (although that’s already a common part of ASMA weekends) that 
might be promoted to include local non-ASMA artists. Finally Kim noted 
that next year’s meeting would be the weekend after Labor Day, almost 
5 weeks earlier than usual. 
OTHER THINGS

Bill Doying asked if Kim would continue to send eNews blasts to 
members as Russ has done (She will). Russ indicated that the various 
plein air paintings done today would be displayed at tonight’s dinner. 
Anne mentioned that the ASMA tote bags Tom Nielsen had made, were 
available for purchase. Daven suggested that anyone who had not yet 
picked up their admission packets to please do so. 

Russ adjourned the meeting at 10:30am.

*POST MEETING ADDENDUM
Four weeks after the annual meeting, the Board unanimously voted that 

in the future our annual meeting should be called the National Marine Art 
Conference (NMAC) instead of the National American Marine Art Convention.

Mike Killelea, 
ASMA Secretary - October 2015
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nATIOnAl mARIne ART cOnfeRence 
TO debuT In WIllIAmsbuRG, VA 

sePT 8-11, 2016

Visit our new Website now!
Completely re-formatted and up to date listings. 

Back issues of the ASMA News & Journal, Payment 
options, and best of all the Members Only section

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com

In 2016, the American Society of Marine Artists will 
journey down a new and innovative path for the first time 
in its nearly four decade history, by presenting the first 
National Marine Art Conference (NMAC).  

In addition, ASMA will open its 17th National Exhibition 
at the Muscarelle Museum at the College of William and 
Mary in historic Williamsburg, VA, on September 9, 2016.  
The exhibition will remain on display through November 
11, 2016, then travel on to multiple museum venues over a 
period of 16 months, with the exhibition closing the first part 
of January, 2018, at the Mystic Seaport Museum in Mystic, 
CT.

During the opening ceremonies in Williamsburg, the 
Society will kick off the conference with an amazing lineup 
of the nation’s premier authorities on maritime art and 
history. We will offer workshops, technical art lectures, 
demonstrations, share knowledge and expertise through 
plein air painting, and share special tips we use in our 
various mediums.  Our keynote speaker will be John 
Stobart, Fellow Emeritus and Founding Member of ASMA.  

The Society has contracted our lodging through the 
Colonial Williamsburg Foundation at two of their local 
hotels; The Woodlands Hotel and Suites, with standard 
rooms at $128 per night plus tax for 2 doubles or $158 plus 
taxes per night for a King Suite.  This rate includes continental 
breakfast each day and free internet service.  The hotel also 
offers a shuttle service that picks up nearby, that goes to the 
Colonial Williamsburg Historical area and museums.  

The Williamsburg Lodge is offering deluxe 
accommodations at $198 per night plus tax, located in 
the historic village.  Room rates at the Lodge include 
complimentary wireless internet service, but do not include 
breakfast. Rates at both hotels are for September 8-10, 2016, 
with the same rate being offered to members 3 days prior 
and 3 days after those dates. The Foundation will also offer 
group discount passes for the historic area and museums to 
ASMA.  Look for more information on the conference line-
up and lodging in the next issue of the Journal.  We hope you 
will join us in Williamsburg!

"THE NAVAL WAR
OF 1812-1815:

Foundation of America's 
maritime Might"

STILL 
AVAILABLE
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Two Editions, both with 
the same soft color cover

•  A black & white, 6" x 9" version, 
133 pages that retails for $15.95

•  Full color , 8" x 10" version, 142 
pages with illustrations by ASMA 
artists that retails for $29.95.

Order online through our website 
or from Amazon.com
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Eligibility:
Any painting, drawing, sculpture or 

scrimshaw with a maritime theme is eligible for 
consideration.

All ASMA members are invited to submit 
work. If you are not a member of the Society, 
simply join and then submit your work. 
ALL ASMA SIGNATURE MEMBERS AND 
FELLOWS OF THE SOCIETY are required 
to submit at least one piece for National 
Exhibitions. The Fellows will jury all entries 
from members and Signature members. Any 
work previously exhibited in an ASMA National 
is not eligible. Combined length and width of 
any framed piece must not exceed 90 inches. Sculpture is not 
to exceed 50 inches in height. Two views are required for each 
sculpture. The Fellows encourage more than one submission 
up to a maximum of three. Once accepted, no substitutions or 
early removal of work will be allowed.  Submission fees will 
be $35 for one entry, or $45 for up to 3 entries. 

ASMA reserves the right to reject works not fairly 
represented by the submission information.

How to Enter: 
Submit your entries online between February 22, 2016 and 

March 31, 2016. 
Log onto www.juriedartservices.com, scroll down their 

home page to locate the ASMA logo with the caption “17th 
National Exhibition” and follow the instructions explicitly.  
Note: The ASMA logo and prospectus instructions will not 
appear on the JAS home page until February 22, 2016. Be sure 
the caption reads “17th National Exhibition”, as there may 
be other ASMA jury activities posted on the JAS home page.  
NEW REQUIREMENT THIS YEAR** - Artists are required 
to submit high resolution images, title, dimensions and 
medium and a description up to 75 words for each work, at 
the time of submitting their entries on JAS. Artists should 
save a copy of the descriptions for all entries in a word 
document for their records, in the event it is needed.  Images 
must be high quality (300 dpi and no less than 8" on the longest 
side). Images and descriptions will be used to create the color 
catalog of the 17th National Exhibition.
Further Information or Questions:
For more information or questions, please contact Managing 
Fellow, Neal Hughes at: nealhughes@nealhughes.com  or 
Fellow, Lisa Egeli at: lisa@lisaegeli.com.

Artists will be notified of jury results by 
May 16, 2016. Artists whose work is accepted 
will receive additional instructions and will 
be required to pay a $20 catalog fee within 30 
days of receiving their acceptance, in order for 
their work to be included in the Exhibition and 
in the full color Catalog. Additional catalogs 
may be ordered for a discounted price of 
$15 per catalog, if ordered and paid for at 
the same time as sending in the initial $20 
catalog fee.  Information about packing and 
shipping the art to the first museum venue will 
be sent to each artist shortly after receiving 

their acceptance notice.  Artwork will be insured while on 
exhibition and while being shipped from museum to museum. 
Each artist is responsible for shipping and insuring their work 
when sending the work to the first museum and also when 
returning it from the last museum venue. Make sure you keep 
a record of the size and weight of your artwork’s shipping 
container, for sending a prepaid shipping label or call tag for 
the return of your work at the close of the last exhibition.  This 
is the artist’s sole responsibility.

Exhibition Schedule as of December 14, 2015 
17th ASMA National Exhibition 

September 9, 2016 - January 18, 2018* (tentatively)

•  Venue One: 
  The Muscarelle Museum in Williamsburg, VA
September 9, 2016 - November 11, 2016

•  Venue Two: * (Pending) - Undetermined Venue
November 25, 2016 - January 25, 2017

•  Venue Three: * (Pending) - Undetermined Venue
February 8, 2017 - April 1, 2017

•  Venue Four:
Quinlan Visual Arts Center in Gainesville, GA  
April 13, 2017 - June 3, 2017

•  Venue Five:
Minnesota Marine Art Museum, Winona, MN  
June 26, 2017 - September 15, 2017 (proposed dates)

•  Venue Six:
Mystic Seaport Museum, Mystic, CT  
October 2, 2017 - a date in January 2018 to be determined.

the 17th national Exhibition
of the american society of marine artists

Hosted by Six* Museums from September, 2016 through December 2017

Final Entry Deadline: March 31, 2016

Prospectus

17th

2016 - 2017
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Until Further Notice:
Please send a check made out to "ASMA" (Drawn on a US Bank Account) for $21.95 
plus shipping and handling, along with your name, shipping address, phone number 
and email.

Please make checks payable to 

"ASMA"
and mail to:

ASMA 16th National
Color Catalog

P.O. Box 557
Carrollton, VA 23314

U.S: 1-2 copies add $8.00; 3 -10 add $15.00; 11 or more email for quote
Canada: 1-2 copies add $21.00; 3 or more email for quote

International: 1-2 copies add $25.00; 3 or more email for quote

Special Member's Price

Each + S & H

Now Available
16th National Exhibition

COLOR
CATALOG

140+ full-color pages of every work in the Exhibition, 
with descriptive text from the artists, illuminating their 
inspirations and methods.
8 -1/2" x 11" perfect bound soft cover edition.

$2195

Non-Members: Order directly from Amazon.com for $29.95 + S&H

16th National Exhibitors: if you have not yet received your free first 
catalog please e-mail asmaartists@gmail.com. For additional copies, 

follow directions above

Shipping:


